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This report was prepared as an account of Government-sponsored
work. Neither the United States, nor the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), nor any person acting on behalf of
NASA:
(1) Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or im-
plied, with respect tq the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of the information contained in this report,
or that the use of any information, apparatus, method,
or process disclosed in this report may not infringe
privately-owned rights; or
(2) Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or
for damages resulting from the use of, any information,
apparatus, method or process disclosed in this report.
As used above, "person acting on behalf of NASA" includes any em-
ployee or contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor, to
the extent that such employee or contractor of NASA or employee
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to
any information pursuant to his employment or contract with NASA,
or his employment with such contractor.
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REVIEW THE PAST AND CURRENT DEVELOPMENT
EFFORT RELATED TO SPACE VEHICLE AUTOMATIC
CHECKOUT LANGUAGE
PHASE II
DEVELOP THE NEEDED CHARACTERISTICS FOR A
SPACE SHUTTLE AND FLIGHT ENGINEER ORIENTED
LANGUAGE
PHASE III
PRODUCE A LIST OF LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
(A SPECIFICATION) FOR THE BASIC DESIGN OF
THE LANGUAGE
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FEATURES






RECORDS AND LOGS WITH TIME TAGS.
MONITORING
CLOCK AND TIME CONTROLLED ACTIONS





INDEPENDENCE WITH RESPECT TO TESTING EQUIPMENT VIA:
DICTIONARY DATA BANKS
COMMON CHARACTER SET
FREE FORM WITH RESPECT TO INPUT MEDIA
-- NO INTERACTION WITH OPERATING SYSTEM






, ..ENVER /DIVISION I
LITY PROVIDED BY:
FULL ARITHMETIC AND RELATIONAL OPERATOR SET
THIRTY-TWO CHARACTER DATA NAMES
ARRAY AND STRUCTURE CAPABILITY
SIMPLE LOOP CAPABILITY
SUBROUTINES
INTEGER, FIXED POINT, BOOLEAN, TEST, BINARY, AND TIME DATA
SIMPLE NUMERIC AND BOOLEAN ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS









= I_I DENVEST D/VIS/ON I
ENGINEERING READER ORIENTATION WITH
ENGLISH WORDS FOR PRIMITIVES








I - 0DE'NVER D0VIS/ON I
CONCURRENT TEST EXECUTION PROVISIONS:
INITIATED VIA LANGUAGE PRIMITIVES
SYNCHRONIZATION CAPABILITY
MEANING DEPENDENT ON LANGUAGE PROCESSOR IMPLEMENTATION
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FEATURES




PROGRAMMER ABILITY TO CREATE NEW PRIMITIVES FROM EXISTING









COMPUTER TO DATA BUS
11
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1. Aooly or turn on:
a. an analog stimulus
b. a discrete stimulus

















2. Acquire the value of:
a. an analog parameter DELY, TEST, READ MEASURE CHECK/ANALOG (7, 8) IIEASURE, READ
b. a discrete parameter DELY, TEST, SCAN MEASURE CHECK/DISCRETE (7,8)
c. a digital parameter DELY, TEST MEASURE LINK (8)
3. Onen the circuit connecting the
Unit-Under-Test (UUT) and the test IJ/E OPEN TURN ON (5) SET----OPEN
system SET (7, 8)
4. Close the circuit connecting the
UUT and the test system N/E CLOSE TURN OFF (5) SET----CLOSED
RESET (7, 8)
5. Select connection for routing 'Connection included in 
signals between test system equip- N/E CONNECT CONNECT (6, 7, 8) APPLY and MEASIRE state-
ment UUT test points ments
6. Remove connection for routing FRemoval of conlection]
signals between test system and N/E DISCONNECT DISCONNECT (6) included in APPLY and/
UUT test points RESET (7, 8) IIEASURE statement l
7. Vary signal input until measure- N/E ADJUST N/E rMacro capability will
ment satisfies required condition satisfy requiremenl
.when needed
8. Determine acceptability of ac- N/E COMPARE IF (4, 5) IF
quired values
9. Acquire and compare SCAN VERIFY CHECK/ANALOG (7, 8)
CHECK/DISCRETE (7, 8) VERIFY
CHECK/PCMl (7, 8)
IF.(4, 5)
N N/E - No equivalent
1. ATOLL 4. ATOLL-=I 7. CTL 10. ASEP
2. ATLAS 5. MOLTOL 8. VTL 11. STOL

















ACTION ATOLL ATLAS OTHER RECOMIMENDED
10. Repetitively acquire and evaluate MNTR MONITOR and DISPLAY DO and DI MNTR (4) EVERY (time units)
- - display if no-go and branch DELY (only) VERIFY MONITOR (4, 5) VERIFY (function)
(single values or multiparameters)
11. Acquire the value of several N/E N/E SAMPLE (4, 5) N/E
samples of a parameter and store
12. Perform arithmetic operations














Statements (3, 4, 5)
CHECK/ANALOG (7, 8)










14. Display descriptions and associated DMON N/E DISPLAY MA (6) DISPLAY
slides to operator DISPLAY (4) [Canned Message]
15. Record output on line printer or RECD PRINT DEVICE - PRINT (5) PRINT
typewriter RDY PRINT (4)
RLP
16. Record output on magnetic tape, RECD RECORD DEVICE - TAPE (5) RECORD
drum, or disc RDY RECORD (4)
RMT
17. Save data for later high speed READ SAVE READ (5) READ
retrieval RGMT SAMPLE (4)
RCDC SAVE (7)
SETT
18. Invoke or call a test program EXEC START (3) PERFORM PROGRAM
CALL N/E BEGIN (4, 5)
EXEM SEQUENCE (7, 8)
EXECUTE (4)
19. Conditional transfer INCX GO TO----IF MEASURE (7, 8) IF----THEN
TFLG CK/ANALOG (7, 8)
MTFG- CK/DISC (7, 8)




















ACTION ATOLL ATLAS OTHER RECOMIIENDED
20. linconditional transfer GOO TO 30 TO GO TO (3. 4, 5) GO TO
RETURN (4, 5)












22. Repeat step or group of steps im- EXEC REPEAT REPEAT (7, 8) REPEAT
bedded in program SEMI
(operator choice)
23. Provisions for concurrent testing N/E N/E START (4, 5, 6) CONCURRENTLY PERFORM
24. Provisions for synchronizing two N/E N/E SYNC (4, 5) SYNCHRONIZE
separately conducted test programs
25. Exi t from present orogra .empo- EXEM LEAVE ENTER ASSEMBLY CODE LEAVE
rarily to provide for eo'er CALL and (4, 5) and
languages RESUME DIRECT and END (3) RESLINIE
26. Identify a routine to be executed TERM N/E POST (4, 5) WHEN INTERRUPT
as a result of an interrupt ON (3) (interrupt Fame)
INTERRUPT (10) OCCURS PERFORM
POST SIM (11) (program name)
27. Enable/disable interrupts N/E N/E POST SIM (11) ENIABLE
DISABLE
28. Postpone execution until time DELY DELY DEFER/KEY (7) WHEN (time)
event or value occurs I. time WAIT FOR DEFER/TIME (7) AFTER (time)
2. event DELAY (4, 5, 8, 10) VERIFY (event or value)
3. value WAIT (4, 5) ----WITHIN (time)
29. Return system to quiescent state N/E FINISH N/E rBlack box approach of]
prior to additional testing [airlines makes this
operator attractive
Lfor their applicationJ
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COMPARISON OF TYPICAL TEST ORIENTED LANGUAGE OPERATORS
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I DENVEfR DIVIS/ON
ACTION ATOLL I ATLAS I OTHER RECOMMENDED
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ! _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ !E O I N E
31. Establish a series of statements











32. Communication between two or N/E N/E REQUEST and TRANS- SEND and READ




M 33. Subroutine delimiters BEGIN and RETN DEFINE and END PROC and EXIT (3) BEGIN and END
BEGIN and END (4)
TERS PROC and END (5)
34. Program delimiters NAME and END BEGIN and TERIMINATE START and TERMINATE BEGIN PROGRAM and
(3) PROGRAM COMPLETE
35. Provide standard values for one
or more characteristics of a
signal type
N/E SPECIFY N/E N/E
36. Assign a name to a specific func- DECL DEFINE DECLARE (4, 5) SPECIFY
tion or signal REPLACE (substitute
an abbreviation)










38. Include a block of common state- MLSR N/E INCORP (4,-5) Macro capability
ments or routines into the program [provides this capability
as desired
SOR 39. Predetermined lists of discretes DISA N/E DOMASK (4) Identify in dictionary]
'IVES which will be legal during program Ldata bank
run
40. Suecify which display consoles CODE N/E CONSOLE (4) Test operation and pro
will be enabled to effect program LEGAL (10) gram can be structured
op2ranrioI to ignore inadvertent
Lconsole action
41. Remove or add specific or all dis-
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I
UMERIC
…~~~~~~~~~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ BO~~~~~~~OLEAN-
SIMPLE ZDAA DECLARATION 















:: = SEPARATION r-
L- - _- _ _J>
r- - ----
L CHAR STRING L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ LUCHAR ji ( 
SEPARATION iL- ___J
b :: =- BLANK- _ t Q." aat J )
rn ··r--- --- v. r - v
COMMENT i .- _ CHAR STRING I-L .-___J Ls_ __ I J
letter :: = A through Z
numeral :: = 0 through 9
symbol :: = + - * / ( ) .
BLANK
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dim :: = any of the dimensions listed in the matrix below.
FUNCTION
TYPE SASIC UNIT XlO C X10 ' X10 , X10 9 XIo- 3 Xl10- X10-' X10-:2
volts ac/dc volt V MV UV
current ac/dc ampere A MA UA






second SEC MSEC USEC
resistance ohm OHM KOHM MOHM
inductance henry H MH UH
capacitance farad FD UFD PFD
watt W KW MW UW
power' voltage, cur-















zaSwA b' F v'*
-
m




+ a\ r -NUMBER
I ITRNGlL- STRING
A --r NUMBER
I- STRING S jlZ
r inUMBER --I
L $TN. -_I nunlme ral
20
DEN 066232-02(2-691










--------- - 1- ------ - rTEXT CONSTANT: -TEXTCHAR STRING:-L----- - C…--} L …
(Positive integers / / / 
required for all) 
/ NUMBER -DAY- -b NUMBER ,--HR -bn -UMBER - L b NUMBER .SEC-b- NUMBER FMSECZ -IRb- . .........NMBER. / ..... / ..
TIl AUE ( )








DECLARE FLAG 1 BOOLEAN = OFF.
DECLARE "INPUT"_VALUE OF X NUMERIC.
DECLARE OUTPUT DATA "FOR CRT 1"
MESSAGE = TEXT (END OF TEST.).
DEN 066232-02(2-69)
=:EIV' 1OII DENAVE D/VI/S/ON i!
22
2 II
EXAMPLE STATEMENT AND SYNTAX DERIVATION
_1 __. __ 7I
I L)HAVSF? DIVISIO/V
AFTER CLOCK 1 IS 5MSEC,
MEASUREFUNCTION OF XAND SAVE AS Y_
2-3:
I,---------- IIi
I ZIEIVE1R D/V/S/O/I OENVE. 0/V/S/O
r ACQUIRE ACTION STATEMENT
L _ _ __
r- TIME R TXI- e 
\ rACQUIRE VERB 1 : \ T  T vERB~I
FUNCTION NAME
I TABLE NAME A FUNCTIONS-f
I -i~AND…e~AND-b--SAVE- b-AS T -\ VARIABLEF RENFEREN0-
L-- - -







~ENE O/rSI:OF2F-- =: Att-A- .I IJ,
a - a - S
I ENVE DIVIS/ON
I TIME PREFIX IL __ - -- 
SET TIME PREFIX
/ ....-.-.. m __ -. j
EXECUTE AT TIME PREFIX
\--- ....---..-__
r-----------__n----
'EXECUTE AFTER'' TIME PREFIXIC - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. -AFTER- (
/-GMT
CDC - f
'vINTERNAL CLOC'K > 1Lva sv~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ .~
b - IS- ,-TIME VALUE . -
LVARIABLE REFERENCEJ
'.~ (Time variable only)
_------- -- --1'INTERNAL CLOCK'
L …_______ 
L- b - ETHEN -






C1 OEN-ER DIVISIOA I| DNAMVEA D/VISIO/ |
I FUNCTION NAME I I NAME
------------ ME --| FUNCTION SPECIFICATI01I 
-SP ECI FY- - UNCTION NAME
I BINARY NUMBER
\ ON- b-BUS 4 O - AND-b-IU--bS
NUMBER
WITH-b-ADDRESS














I 0,DENIVER DIVIS/ON II
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ATOLL COMPARISON TEST





001500 DELY1 10 MDIlll,B003100














C102 TURN ON BATT.TRANS.CONT,ELSE GO TO BTNG
DELAY 10 MS
IF BATT.TRANS.IND IS ON,THEN GO TO NEXTEST,
C ELSE CONTINUE





"ALOFT COMPARISON TEST FOR PHASE 1 SAMPLE PROBLEM."
I DENVER DIVIS10N
BEGIN DICTIONARY DATA BANK BATTERY FUNCTIONS.
SPECIFY BATTERY TRANSFER CONTROLON BUS 1 AND IU 1
USING FUNCTION CODE B0101000000
AND CONVERTED BY BATTOUT_-
SPECIFY BATTERY TRANSFER INDICATOR ON BUS 2 AND IU 2
USING FUNCTION CODE B11O1000000
AND CONVERTED BY BATTINo
SPECIFYCRT1, LINE 1 _ON BUS 3 AND IU 3
USING FUNCTION CODE B0000010001
AND CONVERTED BY CHARCONV
SPECIFY CRT1, LINE 2 ON BUS 3 AND IU 3
USING FUNCTION CODE B0000010010
AND CONVERTED BY CHARCONV_









"ALOFT COMPARISON TEST FOR PHASE 1 SAMPLE PROBLEM."
· · ·f7-- A
I -)'NE O/V/SI
I DENVER D/V/S/OV
BEGIN PROGRAM BATTERY TEST_,
USE DICTIONARY DATA BANK BATTERY FUNCTIONS._
DECLARERESPONSEMESSAGE WITH 1 CHARACTER.
TURN BATTERY TRANSFER CONTROL ON.
VERIFY BATTERY TRANSFER INDICATOR WITHIN 10MSEC THEN
GOTO STATEMENT 10.
DISPLAY TEXT (BATTERY TRANSFER IS NOGO.) ON_CRT1- LINE 1.
STATEMENT 20
STATEMENT 10
REQUEST TEXT (TYPE Y TO CONTINUE} N TO END TEST.) ON
CRT1, LINE 2 AND SAVE INPUT AS RESPONSE _
IFRESPONSEIS EQUAL TO TEXT (Y) THEN GOTO STATEMENT 10o
IF_RESPONSE IS EQUAL TO TEXT (N) THEN GOTO STATEMENT 100.
DISPLAY TEXT (INPUT ERROR.) ONCRT1, LINE 1.
GOTO STATEMENT 20.
"PROGRAM CONTINUES"








LANGUAGE ORIENTED TO FLIGHT ENGINEERING AND TESTING (ALOFT)
* INCORPORATES KNOWLEDGE OF PREVIOUSLY DESIGNED TEST
LANGUAGES
o INCORPORATES KNOWLEDGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION










I DEN VER JV/V/S/ON 
FT PROVIDES:
* EASE OF READING, LEARNING, AND USE
* POWERFUL CAPABILITIES FOR MATCHING ANY TEST
ENVIRONMENT
* INTERNAL GROWTH WITHOUT REDESIGN OF THE
LANGUAGE
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APPENDIX A
SPECIFICATION OF A L 0 F T
A LANGUAGE ORIENTED TO FLIGHT ENGINEERING AND TESTING
(The specification for ALOFT appears as
Appendix A of the Phase III Report,







1. Report Ne. 2. Go.ernment Accession Na. 3. Recipient's Catalog No.
4. Title and Subtitle S. Report Date
December 17 s 1970Specificetion for ALOFT December 17 1970
-- eifceio , or _OFT 6.- Pefarming Orgonization Code
7. Aithaer(s) 8. PerForming Orgonizat;on Report No.
;. F. Kanslcr, C. W. Case, J. G-ure, E. L. Kinney :ICR-70-450
9. Performing Orgcnizorion Name and Address 10. Work Unit No.
M VARTII. bARIETTA CCRICRATIC:.
Denver Division 11. Contrect or Gront No.
P. O. Box 179 . lIASlO-730E
Denvir, Coloraao ,0,01 _ 13. Type of Report
12. Sponsoring Agency Name and Addr Specification
rational Aronautics and Space A:.ministration
Kennedy Space Center
Florida 32899 14. Sponsoring Agency Code
15. Supplementary Notes
16. Abstract
This booklet contains the specification for ALCFT, A Language Oriente4
to Flight Engineering and Testing.
ALOFT provides the language characteristics -needed to test and operate
the Space Shuttle and other. ASA space vehicles and experiments. Using
the good features of previously developed test-oriented languages and
correcting for their faults; ALCFT has been designed to operate .in a.
multidisciplined environ-ment, independent of the test system. These
important features should ensure wide acceptance by its users ani permit
structuring tests long'before the test system is finalized.
The ALCFT language is readily learned, easy to write, an! its English-
like nonambiguous statements ensure that the rea.rers will understand
the test procedures..
ALCFT was conceived during work on contract 'AS10-7303 for the Develop-
ment of a Test anu Flight Engineer Orientes Computer Language.
Criteria for the design of ALCFT is documented in Martin larietta
reports MCR-70-327, .ICR-70-365, an' MMR-70-424.
,
17. Key Words (Selected by Author(s)) 18. Distribution Statement
ALOFT
Test Oriented Language
Computer Controlled Test Equipment
Aerospace Ground Equipment
19. Security Clossif. (of is report) 20. Security, Clossif. (of this page) 21- No. of Pages 22. Price







KAF2 FLIGHT CONTROL PREPS PROGRAM
WRITTEN IN A T O L L
(Phase III Presentation Material NAS10-7308)
IB- 1
__ - __ 
ST-PR0GRAM CIMPILE OF IVAR KAF2 SERIES 0 AS509









-- __. .T__ _ _- -
S- !EHM --





-- --a11-- PREM - '-
1150PREM




-AS50s§-671770 REV 0 o1'4200
_ A4,A12,B12,A3 014300
D- H0,378,379, 408,0 49,410,480# 014400
694,695,1790,1799,1801,1803# 014500
1807,1819#1823,19O3,1904,.905# 014600















































r-AU-FCS-UED IN THIS-PR0GRAM To ZER' 0190002 
F.-1.-2,-3.-4,-5o-6v-7,-8*.-9, 019100 




















-~~~ ~ ~ ~ 
,· _,, _,_. __.
..- .--.---4' OECL:
PREPS AbUg9 b/l//U nev"u 
m I IF NET CALLED BY LINKER BRANCH TO MANUAL OPTION SELECT 019300 -
F47,B10000o 019400
START FLAG SET UP ROUTINE 019500
14 MTFG - ---- F,-25,-26,-27,-28,8002400 019600
15 TFLGO F25,8001700 019700
16 SFLG1 - Fl 019800
17 TFLGO F26,8001900 019900
.-- la-- FLG F21- . 020000
19 TFLGO F27,8002100 020100
20 .SFLG1 F3 0202000
21 TFLGO F28,8003500 020300
22. SFLG1 F4 020400
23 Tero 8003500 020500
- 24-MTFG; F-;'37,-38,-39.800-340'O 020600
25 TFLGO F37,H002800 020700
26 MSFG -------- - ------ .1.2.4 ------ 020800
27 GoTO ' 8003500 020900 
28 TFLGO .- - -. .. F38,BO03100- 021000
29 MSFG Fl1,2,3 021100
-30 -G0TO B003500 021200
31 TFLGO F39,RO03400 021300
32' ASFG - F.1,2o3,4 - 021400
33 o0To 8003500- 021500
34 MSFG -- ... Fe2 ------.-.-.-.----.- 021600
* aUILO SCAN TABLES 021700
-35tF--!'LGW---- --- P.B0 8 02o800
BUILD FCC SCAN TABLES 021900
36 PR.80 -LDIA,LDI°378,4 80o4 81o2570, 022000
2572,2573,2590,2591,2592.252 93 022100:




3650PRBO80 -- --- -- .. LDOALDO.1705.1855,1937 --.--- -. 022600.
37 TFLGO F2,8003900 022700
- -. 8BUILD EDS/CRG SCAN TABLE .022800
38' PROBD LDIA.LDI.410,694.695,2799, 022900
- - -2800,28012802;28o03280-4;2805, o2300
2806,2807o2810o2811,2812,2813 023100
* SCAN PANEL SWITCH CONFIGURATION - 023200
39 SCAN 8103500,LDIALDOA 023300
* [IF'FCC OPTION NOT SELECTED-BRANCH TO CSP: P0WER 0N SEO. 023400..-
40 TFLGO F1,8004600 023500
* -.----.. .IF-FCC- PWR-I S--gN-BRANCH"T-TEST-:0F-OTHER-BUSSES 0236-00-
41 TEST1 PFCC/ON/+6D11,B104000 023700
&- aST'RE GMT INTO SC0V- .-.---..- 023800- 
42 RGMT SCOV 023900
, ISSUE FCC POWER ON -- .----.. 024000-
43 DIS01 - MD0,1823 . 024100
---.4.3igUPLY'-- FCC-PP0WER N 024200'
o SET FLAG 6,INDICATES FCC POWERED ON BY PR0GRAM 024300
44 SFLG------ ...---- - -- - -- - .024400
'ROGRAr COMPILE OF, IVAR KAF2
- .- 1 . j . . . * , , , , I 
................. .- . ..
SERIES o AS509 REVISION o 0000 DATE · ,
t- 3.
L - - - - - -
- -Am _ _: _- IVA :. A . _CCC _ A ., QFIAU ION tC 000fl DATE
OAT PREPS AS5 09 6/10/70 REV 0
* IF EDS/CRG OPTION NOT SELEC"ED BRANCH TO FCC PANEL SET UP 024500
-- 45 Ft -2 -F2--0oo05200 .. .24600-
· IF CSP PWR. IS ON BRANCH TO "EST ;F WHEEL SPEED INDICATIONS. 024700
.-. -~46 TESTI- - PCSP/POWER/ON,B104500 024800
44650LOK 024900
- 7-- . SET- TIME CELL. B;USED-FOR UP TO SPEED INDICATIONS 025000
47 SETT TCB '025100
.-- STORE--GMT-NTNTBCOW -- n25200-
48 RGMT SCOW 025300
ISSUE CSP POWER 0N ...- 025400
49. DISO2: MD0,1903 025500
..- 4950DPLY G'YRO POWER-0N .. . 025600
* SET FLAG 5,INDICATES. CSP POWERED ON BY PROGRAM 025700
5-WSFCG ... ---5-.-.. -...-. .- 025800-
·*- IF FCC OPTION NOT SELECTED BRANCH TO EDS/CRG PANEL SET UP 025900
.. 51' TFLG0- . . -- .- .. F1,BO06300 026000
* ZERO FCC RAMPS. 026100
.. -. -52-' 0DI5o- 100MD0378 026200
*· ISSUE ST-124M SUB AND YAW AXIS OFF, CRG SUB ON 0. 026300
5 5 rmDSO` _- --- MDo, -17891it790,-1799 026400-
* ISSUE ROLL AXISTEST INPUT AAND ALL TEST MODES OFF,PITCH 026500
~*·.'.'-- AXISTEST INPUT"BAND STEP ENABLE ON 026600,
54 MDSO MDO,-1800,1801,-1802,1803, 026700
..............- --......-..-.. -1804,-1805,-1806-1806,-i807,1819 026800
* ISSUE S-II,S-IVB BURN AND C5AST MODES OFF 026900
55--DSo .. . -.-- HMD0,-2007-2008,--2009 027000
5550DPLY FCC MODE CHECKS IN PROGRESS 027100
· . ISSUE S-IC BURN MODE ON 027200
56 DIS01 10OMD0,2006 027300
TEST FCC POWER BUSS +6D11-- 027400
57 TESTO. PFCC/ON/+6011B8105100 027500
- ' . - TEST--FCC P0WER-BUSS +6D3'f-- 027600
58 TESTO PFCC/ON/*6D31,8105100 027700
...-. * . TEST FCC POWER BUSS +6D3iA 027800
59 TESTO PFCC/ON/+6D41B1l05100_ 027900
-L '; .... - TEST S-IC BURN M0DE --- --. -..028000
60 TESTO PS-1C/BURN,8105300 028100
o -- ISSUE S-IT-BURN-O0DE-ON 028200
61 DISOl MDO,2009 028300
...... * #'IF EDS/CRG OPTION IS NOT SELECTED BRANCH TO FCC MODE CHECK 028400
62 TFLG0 F2,8006700 028500
-- * TEST CSP POWER 028600
63 TESTO PCSP/POWER'/N,P105500 028700
6350PLY OyR-- " R----yR--RAFP-E-ERCrSE - AND COMPARATOR SET IN PROGRES'S 28800
*· . ZERO EDS/CRG RAMPS 028900
64 DIS- .. O.O.100D,410 .. 029000
* ISSUE YAW AND ROLL AXIS,SPARE OFFREFCMDAND PITCH AXIS ON 029100
--- - 65- MDSO .. MHD,0-1904w-190519069076 . 029200
1909,-1910 029300
----* - IF- FCC OPTI0 N-NT '-ELECTED 'BRANCH TO WHEEL SPEED TEST 029-400
66 TFLGO F,tb007500 029500
* TEST S-11 BURN MODE 029600
;'i"C~a CuM'ILE ZF IVAR KAF2 SEHIES o A'509 REVISION o 0000 DATE 8/
PREPS AS,09 6/10/70 REV 0 . 3 ..
67 TESTO o PS-2/8URNB105700 029700
ISSUE' S-'I IBURN-i'- E-FF-SB-zVB 8UhN '.4DE "N 029800
I'68 MO D0,.2007.-2009 029900 .
SET INDEX REGISTER 3 TO 7 030000
69 SETX 7 X3 030100
TEST FOR TC8 +8 SECONDS 030200
j 70 TEST 8000TCB, 8007200 030300
IF TCB-+ SEC0NDS.EXPIRED--RANCH "O wHEELSPEED- TESV 030400i71 0T0 Boo00 :40o0 030500
ISSUE CCIS RAMP POSITIVE FOR 1 SE(:. 030600
72 DIS01 1000MDO.,480 . 030700
DECREMENT INDEX REGISTER 3 . . 030800
73. INCX -1 2 X3,.t007000 030900
IF- EDSiCRG-OP'TlON--' NOT S-ELC-T'ED- BR,ANCH-TO -FCC COM-PARATO- R -CK o3000
174 TFLGO F2,l3011600 031100
..... IF CSP NOT TURNED ON BY PROGRAM BYPASS WHEEL SPEED TEST 031200
75 TFLGG F 5,J009100 0 031300
AS GR-i UP-TO-SPEED DATA ALREADY BEEN TAKEN- . 031400
76 .TFLG1 F7,U0008000 031500
- TEST GR'-1 UP--TO-SPEED-IN-DTC tI0N-- 031600
'7 7 TESTO PWH,'SPjGR-1i8008000 _. 031700
e -~ STORE GMT IN SCOX ---.-- - -- .031800
78 HGMT SCOX) 031900
--' - S£ET-FLAG 7,INDICATES---GR--i.UPT0O-SfPEED DATA TAKEN 032000
79 SFLG1 F7 032100
HAS -GR-2 U P--T-O-SPE'ED--DTAA ALREADY BEEN ( 'YAKEN 032200
S80 TFLG1 F8,31008400 032300
TEST GR-2 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION 032400
81 TESTO PHH,'SP/GR-2,8008400 032500
STORE GMT IN SC0Y 032600
82 RGMT SCw0 032700
' SEFr FLAG- -8-7t-NDC-CXT SG'-GR-f-UF-T -Si EEDD3ATA TAKEN 032O800
83 SFLG1 F8 032900
HAS'GR-3 UP-TO-SPEED DATA-ALREADY BEEN TAKEN -..----- 033000
84 TFLGI F9,EL008800 033100
TEST GR-3 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION .--- 033200
85 TESTO PWH,'SP/GR-3,8008900 033300
STORE-GTi--- IN --ScOZ 033400
86 HGMT SC0Z 033500
SET FLAG 9,INDICATES -GR-3 UP-TO-SPEED DATA TAKEN-- -- 033600
87 SFLGl. r9 033700
- ARE ALL GROUPS'UP-T0-SPEED .. -- 033800
88 MTFG F,7,8,9,B009100' 033900
! T bEST"'TC8--'B-20 SECOND$ .,034000
89 TfST 20000TCBB8007600 034100
IF TCB +20 SECONDS EXPIRED BRANCH TO ERROR MESSAGE -- 034200
90 G0TO 8106000 __ 034300
ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP POSITIVE FOR 3 SECONDS --- 034400
91 DISO, 3000HMD,694 034500
-- TEST '-REF-;PITCH -FR +2 T0Z--6-DEG/SEC 034600
92 TESTN 3,25 0.25 0.75 VDC PREF/PITCH,B106200 034700





-_~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - -
- - --·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ST-PROGRAM COMPILE OF IVAR KAF2 SERIES 0 AS509
; OAT PREPS ASsO9 6/10/70 REV 0 
REVISION 0 0000
93 HEAD VDC PREF/PITCHTABI 034900
-- r L IE TST- -CMD- PTcT-CHP-R /- 0.4. uD-eSEC.OF REF. 035000-
94 TESTN TA81 0.10 0.10 VOC PCMD/PITCH,8106400 035100
.-.- 6· . ZERO EDS/CRG RAMPS- - 035200
95 DiSl0 IOOMD0,410 035300
D- OELAY UNTIL RAMP AT-zER0 OR iO SEC.EXPIRES 035400
96 DELYO 10000MD163 5 035500
· I--I lSSUE EDS-/CR--RAFP--NEG-TIVE FOR 3 SECONDS 035600
98 DIS10 3000MDO,695 035700
*e- TEST REF.PITCH FOR -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC 035800
99 TESTN 1.75 0.75 0.25 VOC PREF/PITCH,8106600 -- 035900
--- * - READ REF.PITCH INTO TAB -i 036000
100 READ VDC PREF/PITCH,TAg91 036100
..--. TEST'-CMD.PITCh-V F - 0.4 DEO/SEC.OF REF.-- 03600
101 TESTN TAB1 0.10 0.10 VDC PCHD/PITCH,8106800 036300
...... u DESELECT REF.GYRO -- - 036400
102 UISeO MD01i907 036500
- 10?- ISSUE: EDS/CRG RAMP--P0SITIVE 0N 036600
103 DIS01. MD0,694 036700
*~ D-ELAtY-UNTT--EDS7CR-tC4-F-CBMP. SETS OR -3-SECNDS--EXPTR ES 036800
104 DELY - 3000PPITCH/COMP- 036900
~-e. - ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP-POSITIVE OFF 037000
105 DISO0 MD0,694 037100
---e · -- IF EDS/CRG PITCH COMP.NOT SET BRANCH TO ERROR MESSAGE- 037200
106 TESTO PPITCH/COMP,8107000 037300
r-- ------ ISSUE'CMD;GYR-0OFF 'SPARE-GYR0-0N 037400
10650MDS0 MDO,-1909,1910 037500
- -* ISSUE' EDS/CRG RAMP-POSITIVE FOR 3-SECONDS 037600
107 DIS01. 3000MDO,694 037700
* TEST SPARE PITCH FOR +2 TB *6 DEG/SEC. 037800
108 TESTN 3.25 0.25 0.75 VDC PCMD/PITCH.8107200 037900
&__ - ---ZERO EDS/CRG-RAMPS 038000
109 oISo0 i.OOMDO,410 038100
.-----. DELAY UNTIL EDS/CRG RAMP AT ZERO OR 10 SECONDS EXPIRES 038200
110 DELYO 10000MD1635 038300
-O- - ISSUE;EDS/CRG RAMP NEGATIVE FOR 3 SECONDS 038400
112 DIS01. 3000MDB,695 038500
.... ·}-- -TEST SPARE*-PTTCRT-FOR 2T--T -6 DEG/SEC ... 038600-
113 TESTN 1.75 0.75 0.25 VDC PCMD/PITCH,8107400 038700
-- a.· ZERO EDS/CRG RAMPS . 038800
114 DISl - 100MDO,410 038900
--- a - IF FCC OPTION NOT SELECTED BRANCH TO EDS/CRG YAW RAMP CHECK 039000
115 TFLGO F1,8012700 039100
-11S5ODPLY -.-- -, FCC-COMPARATR-SET- ROUTINE- IN PROGRESS -- 39200
O ISSUE FCC COAST TEST MODE ON 039300
---- 116 DIS01 MD0,1807 - 039400
* TEST S-IVB BURN MODE 039500
117-- TESTO- PS-48/PURN,8107600 039600
O DECREMENT INDEX REGISTER 3. 039700
---- 118-INCX-- -1 ----- X3,0107800 - - . 039800-
* DELAY UNTIL FCC PITCH SERVO COMP.SETS OR 3 SECONDS EXPIRES 039900
119 P'ELY1. 3000PP/SERVO/COMP,8Ro1210 040000
I




-IF DELAY EXPIRES BRANCH TO ERROR MESSAGE 040100120 TO---0 
.8108100 0- 40200-1,21 ujSg ISSUE CCIS YAW AXIS ON 040J00121 $O-M0,79 ............... 040400 ISSUE CCIS PITCH AXIS eFF 040500122--olsoo °I0 
---- 
--- MD0,18n . 040600DELAY UNTIL FCC YAW SERVO COMP.SETS OR 3 SECONDS EXPIRES 040700; 23 EY- ------ -....-- ' 36000PY/SERVO/CO1P b8'-2.5.O6 0 4 080 0IF DELAY EXPIRES BRANCH TO ERROR MESSAGE 040900124erGZTB 
- 1083.- 041000ISSUE S-IVB BURN MODE AND COAST TEST MODE 0FF 041100125'- DOSo- MDO,1807,2007 
-
- - 041200IF EDS/CRG OPTION NOT SELECTED BRANCH-TO FCC SPAT.COMP.CHECK 041300T26 -Z---tG F 2,8o15600 041400ISSUE PITCH AXIS AND SPARE OFFYAW AXIS,REF.AND CMD ON 041500127- MDS 




.3.. 0'oMDo694 042000TEST REF.YAW FOR +2 T0 +6 DEG/SEC. 042100131- 'TESTN 3.25 0.25 o.75 VDC - PREF/YAWB10850D: 
......... 042200READ REF.YAW INTO TAB I 042300132.---.EAD....- 
-VDC- 
- PREF/YAWTABI 042400TEST CMD YAW FOR +/- 0.4 'DEG/SEC.OF REF:. 042500
.33-' T ESTN---TA81 
....-'10 O.io 
-VDC -PCMD/YAW;Bi08700 0o42600
ZERO EDS/CRG RAMPS 042700134"-D0S01- 
- 100MD0 410. 042800DELAY UNTIL EDS/CRG RAMP AT ZERO OR 10 SECONDS EXPIRES 042900135---DELYO 
.. 
.....-- .10000MDI635 043000ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP NEGATIVE FOR 3 SECONDS 043100137--DSu/1so 3oooMDG0-695_- 0432600TEST REF.YAW.FOR 
-2 TO -6 DEG/SEC 043300138- TESTN 1.75 0.75 0.25- VDC --- '- PREF/YAW;8108900. 
- -- 043400READ REF.YAW INTO TAR8 043500139--- READ 
-'VDC --. PREF/YAW,TA81 
--- 043600-"TEST CMD.YAW FOR +/- 0.4 DEG/SEC.OF. REF. 043700






* ISSUE EDS/CRO RAMP POSITIVE ON 044100142- DI So1- MD0.694 044200--* DELAY UNTIL EDS/CRG YAW COMPARATOR SETS OR 3 SECONDS EXPIRES 044300
-143---VELY1 3 000PoYAW/C0MP 044406-
* ISSUE EDS/CRG RAHP POSITIVE OFF 044500





* IF EDS/CRG YAW COMP. NOT SET BRANCH TO ERROR MESSAGE 044700145 TESTO PYAW/COMP,8109300 
--- 044800--J* ISSUE CMD.GYRO OFF.SPARE GYRO ON 044900146 nMDS0 
-MD 0,-9--1-919-6 506-0 - -ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP POSITIVE ON FOR 3 SECONDS 045100147 00t 
.. ......3000MD0O694 045200-
tZr> nH r. M4l-f-. 1A2 K-(AF2A_ 
_ :*R'IS o_AS5O .
__ R.VISION o 0000 _ D, o
4- --- - - - - - ---- --- -.-- -- -. .
-PROGRAM COMPILE 0F IVAR KAF2 SERIES o AS509 REV4SION o 0000 DATEAT PREPS AS
5
09 6/10/70 REV ...
7' * TEST SPARE YAW FOR +2 TO +6 DEG/SEC. 045300
48-TESTr--3. 25 .0. 25- 0 V*DC PCMD/YAW_;B09500 054 00] ~* * ZERO EDS/CRG RAMPS 045500
- 149 DIS01- 100MD0,410 045600
* DELAY UNTIL EDS/CRG RAMPS AT ZERO OR 10 SECONDS EXPIRES 045700
150 OELYO 10000MDI635 045800
* ISSUE:EDS/CRO RAMP POSITIVE FOR 3 SECONDS . 045900
152-- I S 0 1 . -- 3000MD0,695 046000
I '* TEST SPARE YAW FOR -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC. 046100
153 TESTN 1.75 0.75 0o.25'VDC PCMD/YAW,8i09700 046200
· * ZERO EDS/CRG RAMPS. 046300
154 DISO1:. 100MD0,410 046400
* IF FCC OPTION NOT SELECTED BRANCH TO EDS/CRG ROLL RAMP CHECK 046500
5--TFLGGu -.. FI.,8016900 046600
ISSUE. FCC COAST TEST MODE ON 046700
156 UISl -.- MDOi807 046800
DELAY UNTIL FCC R-Y 1 SPATIAL COMP.SETS OR 3 SECONDS EXPIRES 046900
-157-- DELY1 3000PR-YI/SP/COMPB015900 047000
* IF DELAY EXPIRES BRANCH TO ERROR MESSAGE 0471001580T0 .. -. 8109900 
--- 047200-
# * DELAY UNTIL FCC R-Y:2 SPATIAL COMP.SETS OR 3 SECONDS EXPIRES 047300
159: OELY1 3000PR-y2/SP/COMP,B016100 047400] * IF DELAY EXPIRES BRANCH TO ERROR MESSAGE 047500
160 GOT 
- 8110100 047600
ISSUE CCIS PITCH AXIS ON 047700
&1DISeXl - fHO 1801 047800
.· * ISSUE CCIS YAW AXIS OFF 047900
62- DI5 . MD0,1799 048000
DELAY UNTIL FCC PITCH SPATIAL COMP.SETS OR 3 SECONDS EXPIRES 048100
163--DELYI- 3 000PP/SPAT/COMP.8016500 
- 048200
*- IF DELAY EXPIRES BRANCH TO ERROR MESSAGE 048300
-1T64---0T --- 
..8110300 --- . -- 046400-
* . ZERO CCIS RAMP. 048500
165 DISOl- 
---- o00MD378 048600
* ISSUE CCIS CRG SUB OFF. 048700
-166 -DISOO MD0,1790 048800
ISSUE PITCH AXISoTEST INPUT B,COAST TEST AND STEP ENABLE OFF 048900
67-- mDS- - - MDO0,-1801,-;180o3;i8o707;15--i89 
- 049000--
IF EDS/CRG OPTION NOT SELECTED BRANCH TO FCC SECURING 049100
- 168 TFLGO F2,8021100 049200] * mISSUE YAW AXIS AND SPARE OFF,ROLL AXISREF.AND CMD.ON 049300
169 MDSO MDO,1904,-1905,1907,1909,-1910 049400
I * · DELAY UNTIL EDS/CRG RAMP AT ZERO 049500
70 DELYU-7 
---- 10000MD1635 049600.
ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP POSITIVE ON FOR 3 SECONDS 049700
-- 172- DIS01: 3000MD0,694 049800
f *--~-J TEST REF.ROLL FOR +2 TO +6 DEG/SEC 049900
-~- 173- TESTN 3.25- n.25 0.75 VOC PREF/ROLL,8110500 
- - 050000
-* 'READ REF.ROLL INTO TAB 1 05n1io
174 HEAD V-DoC PREF/ROLL,TAB1 7o .-3I
·l * TEST CMD.ROLL FOR +/- 0.4 DEG/SEC.0F REF. 503.10
175 TESTN TABI 0.10 0.10 VDC PCMD/kOLL.,110700 050400f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....... .
PS AajU9 6/10/70 REV 0
E Lo EDS/CRG RAMPS 050500
176 "Ib501- 100dM0, 410 050600
* DELAY UNTIL EDS/CRG RAMPS AT ZERO OR 10 SECONDS EXPIRES 050700
177 DELYO 10000 DI635 050800
ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP NEGATIVE F0R 3 SECONDS . 0519000
179 DIS01 3000MD0,695
· ' TEST REF.ROLL FOR -2 TO -6 'DEG/SEC 051100.
'--18-'TESTN- 1 .75 0-75' O0.-25-DC -_- PREF/ROLL-.BifO900 051200
·* ' READ REF.ROLL INTO TAB I 051400
181 READ VDC PREF/ROLL,TAB1 O51400
TEST CMD.ROLL F0OR +/- 0.4 IIEG/SEC.OF REF. 051500 _
182 TESTN TAB1 0.10 0.10 VDC PCMD/ROLL,8111100 051600
DESELECT REF.GYRO 051700
-B~--1-B-O 0 ..... -..... -MD0,i1907 051800
* ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP POSITIVE ON 051900_
184 -.D IS01 . MD,0694 052000
DELAY UNTIL EDS/CRG ROLL COMP.SETS OR 3 SECONDS EXPIRES _ 052100
-185-- DELY1 3000PROLL/COMP 052200
· . ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP POSITIVE OFF 052300
86f----D00 I.......... D0'-694 052400
IF EDS/CRG ROLL COMP.NOT SET BRANCH TO ERROR MESSAGE 
_ 052500
187--TESTO' PROLL/COMP.B11l 300 052600
·* ' ISSUECHMD GYRO OFF,SPARE GYRO ON 052700
"188: -MDS0 . MD0,-1909,1910- 
052800
ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP POSITIVE ON FOR 3 SECONDS 052900
8 --I8r- - - --;0OMHD 0694 053000
TEST SPARE ROLL FOR +2 TO .h6 DEG/SEC. 053100
190---TESTN 3.25 0.25 .75'VDC 0PCMD/ROLL,B1115 00 53200
ZERO EDS/CRG RAMPS 053300
'9-.. ... 0O 410 .....................053400
*' . ' DELAY UNTIL EDS/CRG RAMPS AT ZERO OR. 10 SECONDS EXPIRES 053500
-192 -ELYO 0 0 MD I D1 635: 053600-
· ISSUE EDS/CRG RAMP NEGATIVE FOR 3 SECONDS 053700
-- 194--'D LIS01"- - -- --- 3000MD0,695 .053800
* TEST SPARE ROLL FOR -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC-. 053900
195-- TESTN 1.75 0.75 0,25--VDC--- . PCMD/ROLL-,8111700 
054000
e* ' ZERO EDS/CRG RAMP 054100
l-196J-VT ]I S 01 l'- 1OO00MD0~410 054200-
IF PROGRAM DID NOT TURN ON CSP BYPASS WH. SP. DATA OUTPUT 054300
197- TFLG0- --- -O- - - -~~~~~--~ ~- F5,6020900 054400
.* 'JWHEEL SPEED DATA OUTPUT RiUTINE 054500
·- 198 UPLY - .- *EDS/CRG-SYSTEtH-POWER APPLICATION- -- 054600
199 HECDC SCOWRDY 054700
-00TFLGO-- F7,B020300 054800o
201 UPLY *GROUP IUP TO SPEED 054900
202-- RECDC - - - -SCOX,RDY 
055000-
203 TFLGO F8,B020600 
055100
'204' OPLY .- GROUP 2;UP-TO-SPEED -
- 055200
205 HECDC SCOYRDY 055300
-- 206 TFLGO F9{9;80209 0 0 05 040-0
207 DPLY *GROUP 3,UP TO SPEED 055500
208 HECDC-.U -- T 06- 0SC0ZRDY ..- 55600
;-…- -A-- --- - -_--- 
- _ 
-
.oq;,¢RAtM rI~P!L. OF. T\AP KAFe cFRIES' Oc 09 REVISISN o 0000 DATE
1- - . . - - --- -------- --- - - . -- -j - - - : -
rES.T-PRGRAM COMPILE 0F. IVAR KAF2 SERIES o AS509 REVISION 0 0000 DA
C;o AT PREPS AS5 b9 6/10/70 REV- O' -- - --..
* ISSUE REF,CMDSP;PITCH#YAWAND ROLL. AXIS OFF. 05570
---"z9---mDS -- . MD0 ;-1904 ,-90O9 57l- 6-907 0655 80'
-1909,-1910 05590
IF. FCC OPTION N0T--SELECTED-BRANCH TO EDS/CRG C0MP.RESET --- 05600
210 TFLGO Fl,8022000 05610
--- * " IF PROGRAM DID N0T TURN 0N FCC BYPASS P0wER oN DATA gUTPUT 05620
211 TFLGO F6,8021400 05630
-- FCC. PoWER-0NDAT- 0U'PUT 05640
212 DPLY *FCC SYSTEM P0WER APPLICATION 05650
213 REDC: " SCOVRDY- - 05660
214 DpLy *FCC PREPS PERFORMED 05670
---- e. IF FCC CgMP.SET OPTION SELECTED,SYPASS COMP.RESET - . 05680
215 TFLGI F3,8021800 05690
-* 'RESEt'-FCC-CIOMPARRTIRS . 05700
216 DISO1 100MDO,379 05710
217'- GOT -- . 8021900 - ---- 05720
218 OPLy *FCC-COMPARATORS REMAINED SET 05730
-219- TFLGO-- -..... F2,B022500 ---- 05740
.220 DPLY *EDS/CRG PREPS PERFORMED 05750 -
*] IF -- IF-EDS7CRG-C-MPTTET-OPrrTN-SFLECTED-'BYPASS-COrHPTRESET 65760 -
221 TFLG1 F4,8022400 05770
] e- -*. - RESET EDS/CRG- COPARATBRS-- - ---- - ---.05780:
222. IS01 lbOOMDO,409 05790:
223 GoTO -. 8022500 -· - 05800
224 DPLy *EDS/CRG COMPARATORS REMAINED SET 05810,
. ' --'CLEAR-ACL-FLAGS-USED ------- 05820i
225 .MSFG F,-1,-2,-3,- 4 ,-5'-6 -7,-8,-9 05830i
- * · - CLEAR. ALL! TABLES -USED -- -058401
226 RECDC: SCOV 058501
227 RECDC - -- - SCOW 058608
228 E'CDC ' SCOX 05870t
29' -- ECDC SCOY .0-- s5880
230 HECDC. SCOZ 058901
----- 231 PR6M ----.... ----: --- -----.- LDIA,LDIoALL: 059001
232 UPLY KAF2 COMPLETE · 059101
-- 233' RGMT- .---- . 059201
234 GOTO 8999998 059301
.---..- ' .K.AF: MANUL-'PTNB- SELECT-RUT' 59 NE0(
] 1000 OPLy KAF2-PRIMARY OPTIONS. ENTER SPR AND OPTION DESIRED 05950(
-------. 1;. FCC AND EDS/CRG PREPS -- 05960t
2. FCC PREPS ONLY 05970(
--- ' -..- - -....- 3. EDS/CRG PREPS ONLY .- -· 0598ot
- 1001, SEMIHR 4,8100200,sI00500,8100800, 05990t
_ B101- 8 1100 - 06000(
1002 OPLY OPTION ENTERED 1 060109
-.--. 1003 MsFG F,1,2 06020[
' 1004 GOT 8101300 '060306
1005 UPLY OPTION ENTERED'2 -- - - 06040(
1006 SFLG1 Fl 060501
· ' 1007- TO 8101300 -- a o6060C.
1008 UPLY OPTION ENTERED 3 06070:
1009 SFLG. - F2 06080C
,o10 'oTo 8101300 0609o 4d 
D Eli - -EI 061000
1012 (GT0 8101 00 061100
1013 UpLy -SECONDARY OPTIONS. ENTER $PR AND OPTION DESIRED --_ ---061200
1. FCC AND EDS/CRG C0MPARATORS RESET .061300400
2. FCC COMPARATORS SET 061400
3. EDS/CRG COMPARATORS SET 061500 _
·...--- 4.FCC--A-ND- SEDCRG C0MPARATORSS-ET -0-6-61600j1014 5EmIR 5,8101500,D101800,8102300., _ 061700
......... .* ............--..- 8102800,8101100 -
l01S DpLy OPTION ENTERED i 061900
1016 DPLYl - - -- -. ----.--- -..--. 062000-
1017. GOT_ 8003500 062100
1Ola -uLy -- 'OPT ION-ENTE`R-ED 2_ 062200
1019 TFLGO F1,8102100 062300
1020 SFLG1 - f3 062400
1021 UPLYI . 062500__
1022 GOTO - .-. 8003500 . ..-------.--.-- ------- --- 062600
1023 UpLy OPTION ENTERED 3 062700
i -24TFG ..G0 F2 rB'l-0 2 60-0 ' 062800-
1025 SfLG1 F4 062900
1026 DpLyl .' .---.---. ---.... . 063000
1027 GOTO 8003500 . 063100
1028 CPLY OPTION ENTERED-4 .- - --  -- 063200
1029 TFLGO F1,8103100 063300
-1030-SFLG -3 · 063400
1031 TFLGO _ F2,B103300 . 063500
1032 SFLG1 .. .: . - 063600
1033 DPLyI ·63700
1034- - GT0 .. ........ - --.8003500 .......... 063800
_. KAF2 ERROR R0UTINES 063900
]- .ERROR. ROTI'NE FOCR LO -SCAN -- AlUR 064000
1035 DPLY ***ERROR*** _064100
-!- .....CONF!GURATION SCAN 'UNSUCCESSFUL: 064200
1036 EXeC ' IVXF3,B185000 ___ __ 064300
1037' TFLGO. .------ -. F14,B022500 064400
1038 SFLGO . 14 --. 064500
-1039-GOT0 8003900 064600.
1040 TESTO PFCC/ON/+6D31,8104300 064700
1041 TESTO - .- ----.-.---- PFCC/ON/+6D41,8104300-o 064800
1042 GOTO 8004500' 064900
1043' UPLY - .*.FCC-P0WER,-6DII;,+6D31,+6D41'N0T IN SAME-STATE . 065000-
1044 GoTO 8004500 065100
104--TESTO- PWHiSP/GR;-iB0'4 90O_ 065200
1046 TESTO PWH/SP/GR-2,B104900 065300
1047 TESTO- PWH/SP/GR-3,8104900 ---.-----.. 065400
1046 GOTO - 8005100 ' 065500
1049 DpLy *ALL EDS/CRG UP TO SPEED INDICATIONS NOT 0N 065600
1050 GoTO 8005100 065700
-1051--UPLY - *.--iiFCC--PIER-TDICATI-'0N"DID NOT-C0MESON 06 5 8 00-
1052 GOTO 8006000 065900
1053 UPLY **S-IC BURN MODE INDICATION DID NOT COME ON 066000'--
'RTGRAM COMPILE OF IVAR KAF2 SERIES @ AS509 REVISION ° 0000 DATE
'T PREPS AS5 U9 6/10/70 REV 0





-  - - - -_- k
'ST-PROGRAM COMPILE 0Fi IVAR KAF2 SERIES o ASS09 REVISION 0 0000 DAT
: 0AT: PREPS- AS509 6/10/70 REV0 -- 0.
1054 GOT BO006100 0661001
-10D56 G-Pt-- **CSP-SYSTEMI-PWER'-rTNDICATIoN-DI]-N0T-DMDNE-- N 06662O00
1056 GOT0 8006400 066300 f
1057- UELY1 5000PS-2/8URNB8006800 - 0 6 6 4 0 0
1058 DpLy **S-.I BURN MODE INDICATION DID NOT COME ON' 066500
1059 GTO -- 8006800 066600
1060 DpLy **ALL UP TO SPEED. IND.DID NOT COME ON WITHIN 20 SEC 066700
'[061 - 0TO g8009100 o66850
1062 DPLY **REF.PITCH POS.NOT WITHIN +2 TO +6 DEG/SEC. 066.900'
-1063. GOTO - 8009300 
-- 67000"
1064 UPLY **CMD.PITCH POS.N0T WITHIN 0.4 DEG/SEC,oF REF. 067100
1065- GTOT ... 8009500 - -067200-
1066 DPLy **REF.PITCH NEG.NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC. 067300 y
1t067-G0o0 T o010000 O67400R
1068 DPLY a*CMD.PITCH NEG.N0T WITHIN 0.4 DEG/SEC.0F REF. 067500.
1069 GOTO . 81010200 067600
1-070 DPLY **EDS/CRG PITCH COMPARATOR DID NOT SET. 067700
- 1071 UOTO .-.----- 010650 067800 
1072 OPLY **SPARE PITCH POS.NOT WITHIN +2 TO 46 DFG/SEC. 0679001
1073 -- GOTO 0109Q0 068000
1074 DPLY **SPARE PITCH NEG.NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC. 068100
1075' GOTO - -- 8011400 0682001
1076 DPLY _*S-IVB 8URN MODE INDICATION DID NOT COME ON. 068300
1077 GOTB ----- 8011800 - 068400
INCREMENT ROUTINE FOR FCC TEST INPUTS * 068500
* 1-078 --- S01 -- 1000MD00480 -- 068600
1079 INCX -1 1 . X3;8107800 .068700
-1080 UoTo 8011900 - -- 068800
1081 UpLy **FCC PITCH SERVO. COMPARATOR DID NOT SET. 068900
1082' GT0 - - .--- - 8012100 - 069000
1083 DPLy **FCC- YAW SERVO COMPARATOR DID NOT SET. 069100
1084 -O0TO 
-- 98012500 069200
1085 DpLY **REF.YAW POS.NOT WITHIN +2 TO +6 DEG/SEC. 069300
1086 GPTL - C..A..- B8013200 o0694001087 DPLY *eCMD.YAW PUS.NOT W!THIN 0.4 DEG/SEC.0F REF. 069500
- 8a . .88 T GOTO 8013400 -696
1089 UpLYr *REF.YAW NEG.NOT WITHIN -2'T0 -6 DEG/SEC. 069700
-1090 -- 0T0 8013900- ......... 0 693o1091 OpTLY **CMD.YAW_ NEG.NT WITHIN 0.4 DEG/SEC.OF REF, 069900
. 1092' GOTO 8014100 07.. ..
1093 DpLY **EDS/CRG YAW COMPARATOR DID NOT-SET. - 0100
"--...1094 GOTO 8014600 0 - 70200
-"-:' DPLY"· ; 0702001095 DpLY ". _ **SPARE YAW POS.NOT WITHIN *2 TO +6 DEG/SEC.- 0 7 0 01096 0T0 . 8014900 07040
1097 DPLY *aSPARE YAW NEG.NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC. 070500
....1098 lT - 8015400700
1099 DPLY **rCC R-Y 1 SPATIAL COMPARATOR DID NOT SET. 070700
1100 GOTO 8015900 .. 070.00
1101 DPLY o*FCC R-Y 2 SPATIAL COMPARATOR DID NOT SET. 070900
1102GU0T0 --- 8016100 ..... io07
1103 -DPLY *eFCC PITCH SPATIAL COMPARATOR DID NOT SET. 071100
1104 OTO 8'016500 071200071200
'- ·.tt~t..rL; t.. ..-.. ,. .. .... .... < - t- w..-_.. .-.
1105 PPLY **REF.ROLL POS.NOT WITHIN +2 TO +6 DEG/SEC. 071
-ll~I6-0Ta-_'-_T_ .. ............. n1017400 071400
1107 DPLy **CMD.ROLL POS.NWT WITHIN 0.4 DEG/SEC.OF REF. 071500
1108 IBj0T0 R017600 071600
41109 .CPLY **REF.ROLL NEG.NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC. 071700
o1110 OTO . -018100 071800
1111 PLy **CMD.ROLL NEG.NOT WITHIN 0.4 DEG/SEC.OF REF. 071900
l-112'--G0TO 8901830- 072000
1113 DpLy **EDS/CRG ROLL COMPARATOR DID N0T SET. 072100
J1114 GOT- - . 8018800 .--. o 072200.
1115- iPLY **SPARE ROLL PBS.N0t WITHIN ; + 2 T O +6 DEG/SEC. 072300
1116 G0T0 - - 801o9100 072400
.1117 DPLY **SPARE ROLL NEG.NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC, 072500
-1118 --- gti -. 8 .....B019600 .. o...... 72600
VXF3-SUBROUTINE WHICH OFFERS RETRY OR TERMINATE ONLY 072700
185000b'EGN - . IVY38,B189998 . - --072800
185200DPLY .*ooPRGRAM CANNOT CONTINUE WITH THIS ERROR 072900
-.. o.*oCONDITII.PR4.GRAM WILL TERMINATE AFTER 10 073000
/ ' ' #**SECOND DELAY UNLESS THE S-IC BURN MODE SWITCH 073100
. 04IS -PCAED--N THE OFF- PSITION'BEFORE-bELAi 73200
*e*EXPIRES.WHEN S-IC BURN MODE SWITCH IS PLACED 073300
... ***BACK IN-AUTO POSITION,PROGRAM WILL'ENTER A RETRY 073400
185300DELY1 ' ' OOOOLD13005B5500 073500
135400G0T _. 8189998 .· 073600
1b5500DPLYl *o*PROGRAH BEING DELAYED BY CCIS PANEL OPERATOR. 073700
***PRGRAHM WILL R-ETRY -THE -FXLED-COND[TI0N - WHEN 073800
**eTHE S-IC BURN MODE SWITCH IS RETURNED TO AUTO. 073900
135600SFLG1- ...F14 -.... -- - - ------.---- -- .074000
185700DELYO 1DOOOLD13005,8185900 074100
1 5 85800GT …Y------ ---------- 7l85300- --1-0 ------ 074200
185900OPLY PROGRAM IS RETESTING FAILED CONDITION ' 074300
189998RETN - IVXF3 074400
189999SEMI ***TEST STEP SUBSEOUENT TO THE RETURN OPERATOR 074500
-- -- -**OFSUBROUTINE VXF3 HAS BEEN EXECUTED.PROGRAM 074600
***IS NOW IN UNRESTRICTED SEMI.. _ o74700
999998TERM -- -.--.---- -. .. 074800 
999999EN . 074900
CPR7GRAM CMHPILE 0f IVAR KAF2
%r PREPS AS509 6/10/70 REV 0




KAF2 FLIGHT CONTROL PREPS PROGRAM
WRITTEN IN A L O F T
(Phase III Presentation Material NAS10-7308)
'' ST PROGRAM 'KAF2' FLIGHT CONTROL PREPARATIONS FOQ ASSO9 IMPLEMENTED USING o
' ALOFT___'A LANGUAGE ORIENTED TO FLIGHT ENGINEERING'AND TESTING' "'
e DECEMBER 17,1970 e
BEGIN DICTIONARY DATA BANK _ KAF2 DISC OUTPUTS TO VE4 _ 
SPECIFY _ IU ZERO COMMAND ON _ WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA'' AND CHANNEL 'M00378'
AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION _ 
SPECIFY _ COMPARATdR RESET - WITH ADDRESS 'MODOA'' AND CHANNEL '"MDO379
AND CONVERTED BY - HDC CONVERSION
SPECIFY - COMMAND FCC MATRIX ENABLE _ WITH ADDRESS 'eMDOA'9 AND CHANNEL
''MOq0G8'' AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION -
SPECIFY _ EDS COMP MNTR RESET - WITH ADDRESS "'MDOA'' AND CHANNEL ''MOODO940
AND CONVERTED BY _ MOO CONVERSION _ 
SPECIFY _ EDSRG ZERO TORQUE CMD ON - WITH ADDRESS ''MODOA'" AND CHANNEL
''MDOQD10' AND CONVERTED BY _ MDO CONVERSION -
SPECIFY _ IU RAMP POSITIVE ON _ WITH ADDRESS *'MDOA'" AND CHANNEL "'MD0480s"
AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION _ 
SPECIFY _ IU RAMP POS'_ WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA "' AND CHANNEL 1M0694, -
AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION _ 
SPECIFY _ IU RAMP NEG _ WITH ADDRESS '"MDOA'O AND CHANNEL *'MDS0695'
AND CONVERTED BY _ MDO CONVERSION _
SPECIFY - IU ST 124M - WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA'' AND CHANNEL ''MD01789*'
AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION _ 
SPECIFY _ IU CONTROL RATE GYRO - WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA'" AND CHANNEL
''M0017900' AND CONVERTED BY _ MOO CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY It] YAW SELECT _ WITH ADDRESS e'MOOA'' AND CHANNEL ?MOO17990e
AND CONVERTED BY _ MDO CONVERSION _ 
1
C.,:
SPECIFY - IU ROLL SELECT - WITH ADDRESS '*MDOA"' AND CHANNEL MNDO18OOe'
AND CONVERTED BY _ MDOO CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY _ IU PITCH SELECT - WITH ADDRESS *'MOOA'
AND CONVERTED BY _ MDO CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY _ IU TEST INPUT A - WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA''
AND CONVERTED BY _ MOO CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY - IU TEST INPUT B - WITH ADDRESS *'MDOA'9
AND CONVERTED BY _ MDO CONVERSION _ 
SPECIFY - IU SIC BURN TEST - WITH ADDRESS 'MHDOA'
''MD01804'' AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION
SPECIFY - IU SII BURN TEST _ WITH ADDRESS '"MOOAe*
''MDO18CS'' AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION
SPECIFY - IU SIVB BURN TEST - WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA'








''MD018C6S' AND CONVERTED BY _ MOO CONVERSION _ o
SPECIFY _ IU SIVB COAST TEST _ WITH ADDRESS *'MOOA'' AND CHANNEL
''MDO18C7'' AND CONVERTEO BY - MDO CONVERSION
SPECIFY _ IU STEP ENA3LE - WITH ADDRESS ''MDODA' AND CHANNEL 'M001819'·
AND CONVERTED BY _ MCO CONVERSION _ 
SPECIFY - IU FCC SYSTEM PWR - WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA·' AND CHANNEL
''MD01823'' AND CCNVERTED BY MDOO CONVERSION -
SPECIFY - IU EDS RG SYS POWER - WITH ADDRESS ''MOOA'' AND CHANNEL
''M001903'' AND CONVERTED BY -_ DO CONVERSION
SPECIFY - IU EDS RG ROLL AXIS SEL - WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA9' AND CHANNEL
''MDO1904'' AND CONVERTED BY - MOO CONVERSION _ 
SPECIFY - IU EDS RG YAW AXIS SEL _ WITH ADDRESS ''HDOA'* AND CHANNEL
''MDO190S'' AND CONVERTED BY _ MOO CONVERSION _ 
c3
SPECIFY _ tU EDS RG PITCH AXIS SEL _ WITH ADDRESS *'MDOA'* AND CHANNEL
''HMOO190'' AND CONVERTED BY _ MDO CONVERSION _
SPECIFY _ IU EDS RG PEF GYRO SEL - WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA' AND CHANNEL
''MD01907'' AND CONVERTED BY MDOO CONVERTION _ 
SPECIFY _ IU EDS RG CMD GYRO SEL _ WITH ADDRESS 'MOOA'" AND CHANNEL
"''M01909'' AND CONVERTED BY _ MDO CONVERTION _ 
SPECIFY - IU EDS RG SPARE GYRO SEL _ WITH ADDRESS "'MDOAe' AND CHANNEL
''M0019C'' AND CONVERTED BY _ MDO CONVERSION -
SPECIFY _ IU SIC BURN SUB - WITH ADDRESS ''MOOA' AND CHANNEL 'MDO200O6'*
AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY - IU SIVB BURN SUB - WITH ADDRESS 'MDOA'' AND CHANNEL
'MD02007"' AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION _ 
SPECIFY - IU SIVB COAST SUB _ WITH ADDRESS 'MODOA' AND CHANNEL
"'MD02008B" AND CONVERTED BY - MDO CONVERSION
SPECIFY _ IU SII BURN SUB - WITH ADDRESS ''MDOA'' AND CHANNEL 'HMDO2009''
AND CONVERTED BY _ MDO CONVERSION _ .
DICTIONARY DATA BANK - KAF2 DISC OUTPUTS TO VEH - COMPLETE .
0 -3
0-4
BEGIN DICTIONARY DATA BANK _ DAS SIGNAL FUNCTIONS _ 
SPECIFY _ SIC/BURN _ WITH ADDRESS ''DPlAO-12J10-01'' AND CHANNEL ''12J10''
AND STATE CONVERTED BY - DDAS CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY _ S2 BURN _ WITH ADDRESS ''DPlAO-12J07-06'' AND CHANNEL *'12J07''
AND STATE




''DPIAO-1ZJO2-01' AND CHANNEL ''12J02''
AND STATE CONVERTED
SPECIFY _ P/SERVO/COMP - WITH
AND STATE CONVERTED
SPECIFY _ Y/SERVO/COMP _ WITH
AND STATE CONVERTED
SPECIFY _ P/SPAT/COMP _ WITH
AND STATE CONVERTED
SPECIFY _ R-YI/SP/COMP _ WITH
AND STATE CONVERTED
SPECIFY - R-Y2/SP/COMP - WITH
AND STATE CONVERTED
SPECIFY _ FCC/ON/+6DI1 - WITH
AND STATE CONVERTED
SPECIFY - FCC/CN/I6D31 _ WITH
AND STATE CONVERTED
SPECIFY - FCC/ON/6D4q1 - WITH
BY _ DDAS CONVERSION _ ·
ADDRESS ''DPlAO-12J03-01· '
BY _ ODAS CONVERSION _ .
ADDRESS ''DPlAO-12JO4-01l'
BY _ ODAS CONVERSION _ .
ADDRESS ·'DF1AO-12J06-01· ·
BY _ DDAS CONVERSION
ADDRESS ''DPIAO-12J5O-01'
BY _ ODAS CONVERSION _ .
ADDRESS ''OPlACG-22J07-01·
BY _ DDAS CONVERSION _ .
ADDRESS 'DP1AO--12J01-03'·
BY _ DDAS CONVERSION _ .
ADDRESS ' 'JPIAC-12JOl-04* '













AND CHANNEL ·*12JO1 "
AND CHANNEL '12ZJOl''
AND STATE CONVERTED BY - DDAS CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY - ROLL/COMP - WITH ADDRESS '*DPlAO-12JOB-022 AND CHANNEL *1IZJD8*




SPECIFY _ YAW/COMP _ WITH ADDRESS ''OPIAO-12J08-03'' AND CHANNEL 1'12J08''
AND STATE CONVERTED BY _ DDAS CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY _ PITCH/COMP _ WITH ADDRESS 'ODPIAC-12J08-0'4' AND CHANNEL ''12J08''
AND STATE CONVERTED BY - DDAS CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY _ REF/RPLL
AND VALUE




















AND VALUE CONVERTED BY
''DPlAO-03-05-00'' AND CHANNEL ''03-05''
_ DDAS CONVERSION _ 
*'DPIAO-03-0q-00'" AND CHANNEL ''03-04'4
_ DOAS CONVERSION _ .
S *'DPlAC-03-06-00' AND CHANNEL ''03-06'e
_ DOAS CONVERSION _ .
; ''CPIAO-03-03-00'' AND CHANNEL '9G3-039"
_ DOAS CONVERSION _ .
''CP1AC-O3-02-00' AND CHANNEL ''03-020t
_ DDAS CONVERSION _ .
S ''CPIAC-03-01-O00' AND CHANNEL ''03-01''
_ ODAS CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY _ CSP/POWER/ON _ WITH ADDRESS ''DP1AO-12JOl-06'e AND CHANNEL ''1ZJO1 "
AND STATE CONVERTED BY _.DDAS CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY - WH/SP/GR-1 _ WITH ADDRESS ''DP1AO-12JO8-05'' AND CHANNEL *'12J0OB'
AND STATE CONVERTED BY
_ DDAS CONVERSION _ .
SPECIFY _ WH/SP/GR-2 _ WITH ADDRESS ''DP1AC-12JO8-06''
AND STATE CONVERTED BY _ DDAS CONVERSION_ .
SPECIFY - WH/SP/GR-3 _ 'ITH ADDRESS '*DPlAO-12J08-D07 *


































ZERO COMD LDIWITH ADDRESS 'LIDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LD10378''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
RAMP POSITIVE LDIWITH ADDRESS '"LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI0480''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
RAMP NEGATIVE LDIWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL 'tLDI0O81''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
ST-124M ON-WITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL 'LD0I2570''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
CONTROL RATE GYRO ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2572'"
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
CONTROL RATE GYRO OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''L012573"'
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
YAW SELECT ON-WITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2590''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_-
YAW SELECT OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL **LDI2591''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
ROLL SELECT ON-WITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LD12592''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
ROLL SELECT OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2593'
CONVERTED BY _LOI CONV_.
PITCH SELECT ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LD12594''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
PITCH SELECT OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2595''































TEST INPUT A ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA' AND CHANNEL ''LDI25969'
CONVERTED BY _LOI CONV_.
TEST INPUT B ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2S98''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
TEST INPUT B OFFWITH ADDRESS 'LDIA" AND CHANNEL ''LD12599''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
S-IC BURN TEST ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2600''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
S-II BURN TEST ONWITH ADDRESS '"LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2602''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
S-IVB BURN TEST ONWITH ADDRESS '"LDIA'' AND CHANNEL *'LOI2604''
CONVERTED BY .LDO CONV_.
S-IVB COAST TEST ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL '*LD12606"'
CONVERTED BY _LOI CONV_.
S-IVB COAST TEST OFFWITH ADDRESS 'LODIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LD2607''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
STEP ENABLE ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL 'LDI2630''
CONVERTED BY LDOI CONV_.
STEP ENABLE OFF_WITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2631''
CONVERTED BY _LOI CONV_.
GUIDANCE FAILURE SUB ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2662''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPACECRAFT CONTROL ONWITH ADDRESS '*LDIA-' AND CHANNEL ''OLDI66q''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
S-IC BURN SUB ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI3004''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
S-IC BURN SUB OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDO3005''












S-IVB BURN SUB ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL 'LD0I3006'
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_-
S-IVB BURN SU3 OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL O'L0DI3007'
CONVERTED BY .LDI CONV_.
S-IV8 COAST SUB ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA"' AND CHANNEL ''LDI3008''
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_-
S-II BURN SUB ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'" AND CHANNEL 'LOI3010"
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_-
S-II BURN SUB OFF_WITH ADDRESS 'LDIA'' AND CHANNEL O'LDt01011
CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
FCC SYSTEM PWR OFF_WITH ADDRESS '"LDIA'' AND CHANNEL *'LDO2639"
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFY_IVB AUX HYD PUMP POWERWITH ADDRESS ''LDOA' AND CHANNEL *'L001705"9
AND CONVERTED BY _LDO CONV_.
SPECIFYIV3 APS 2 ENG VALVE PWRWITH ADDRESS ''LDOA'" AND CHANNEL ''L001855"S
AND CONVERTED BY _LDO CONV_.
SPECIFYIV3 APS 1 ENG VALVE PWRWITH ADDRESS "'LDOA'' AND CHANNEL ''L0019370'
AND CONVERTED BY _LDO CONV_.
SPECIFYIU EDSRG ZERO TORQUE CMD LDI_WITH ADDRESS 'LDIA'' AND CHANNEL
''LDIo41G'o AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFYIU RAMP POS LDIWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LOIO694''
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFYIU RAMP NEG LDIWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LD10695''
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFYIU EDS RG SYSTEM POWER OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2799''
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFY_IU EDS RG ROLL AXIS SEL ON_WITH ADDRESS "''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2800''
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV-,
SPECIFYIU EDS RG POLL AXIS SEL OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL
''LDI28CI' AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFY-IU EDS RG YAW AXIS SEL ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL "LOI2802Z
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFY_IU EDS R5 YAW AXIS SEL OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL v'L012803''
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_-
SPECIFY_IU EDS RG PITCH AXIS SEL ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA' 'AND CHANNEL
''LD12B04'' AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFYIU EDS RG PITCH AXIS SEL OFFWITH ADDRESS "'LOIA"' AND CHANNEL
''LDI2805'' AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_-
SPECIFYIU EDS RG REF GYRO SEL ONWITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL *'LDI2806"e
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFYIU EDS RG PEF GYRO SEL OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LOIA' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2807''
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFYIU EDS RG CMD GYRO SEL ONWITH ADDRESS 'LDIA'* AND CHANNEL ''LOI281210
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFY_IU EDS RG CMD GYRO SEL OFF_WITH ADDRESS ''LDIA'' AND CHANNEL ''LDI2811'
AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFYIU EOS RG SPARE GYRO SEL ONWITH ADDRESS "'LOIA?' AND CHANNEL
''LDI2812'' AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
SPECIFY_IU EDS RS SPARE GYRO SEL OFFWITH ADDRESS ''LDOA'' AND CHANNEL
"'LOI2813'' AND CONVERTED BY _LDI CONV_.
C. i
SPECIFY-FLAG 25_WITH ADDRESS ''FLAG'' USING FUNCTION CODE
AND STATE CONVERTED 3YFLAG CONVERSION_.
SPECIFY-FLAG 26_WITH ADDRESS ''FLAG't USING FUNCTION CODE
AND STATE CONVERTED BYFLAG CONVERSION_.
SPECIFY-FLAG 27_WITH ADDRESS ''FLAG'' USING FUNCTION CODE
AND STATE CONVERTED BYFLAG CONVERSION_.
SPECIFYFLAG 28_WITH ADDRESS ''FLAG'' USING FUNCTION CODE
AND STATE CONVERTED BYFLAG CONVERSION_-
SPECIFY_FLAG 37_WITH ADDRESS ''FLAG" USING FUNCTION CODE
AND STATE CONVERTED BYFLAG CONVERSION_-
SPECIFYFLAG 38-WITH ADDRESS ''FLAG" USING FUNCTION CODE
AND STATE CONVERTED BYFLAG CONVERSIONo
SPECIFYFLAG 39_WITH ADDRESS *'FLAG"' USING FUNCTION CODE
AND STATE CONVERTED BYFLAG CONVERSION_.
SPECIFYFLAG 47_WITH ADDRESS ''FLAG'' USING FUNCTION CODE









SPECIFY _TERMINATE_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE YYYYYY
CONVERTED BY _ INTERRUPT _.
AND STATE
DICTIONARY DATA BANKDISCRETE I/O FROM ESE PANELS-COMPLETE.
C -\1
BEGIN DICTIONARY DATA BANK _ INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES -.
SPECIFY _CRT 1,LINE 1_ WITH ADDRESS XXXX)X
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY _ .
SPECIFY _CPT 1,LINE 2_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXYX
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY _ 
SPECIFY -CRT I*LINE 3_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXYX
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY _
SPECIFY _CRT 1,LINE 4_ WITH ADDRESS XXXX'X
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY _ 
SPECIFY _CRT l,LINE 5_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY
SPECIFY. _CRT 1,LINE 6_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY _ .
SPECIFY _CRT ILINE 7_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY _ -
SPECIFY _CRT 1,LINE 8_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY -
SPECIFY _CRT 1,LINE 9_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY _ .
SPECIFY _CRT 1ILINE 10_D WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX
CONVERTED BY _ CRT DISPLAY _-
,SPECIFY _CRT 1,LINE 11_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX
CONVERTED BY - CRT DISPLAY -.
SPECIFY _cRT lLINE 12_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX




























USING FUNCTION CODE A12 AND VALUE
USING FUNCTION CODE Al2 AND VALUE




_ CRT DISPLAY -.





















_ CRT DISPLAY _.
15_ WITH ADDRESS




- CRT DISPLAY _.
18_ WITH ADDRESS
_ CRT DISPLAY _.
19_ WITH ADDRESS
_ CRT DISPLAY -_
20_ WITH ADDRESS
_ CRT DISPLAY _.
21_ WITH ADDRESS
_ CRT DISPLAY _,
22_ WITH ADDRESS
_ CRT DISPLAY _.
XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE A12 AND VALUE
XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE A12 AND VALUE
XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE A12 AND VALUE
XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE A12 AND VALUE
XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE A12 AND VALUE
XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE A12 AND VALUE
XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE A1Z2 AND VALUE
XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE A12 AND VALUE
XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE A12 AND VALUE
SPECIFY _PRINTER_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX USING
CONVERTED BY _PRINTER FORPAT_.
FUNCTION CODE YYYYYY AND VALUE
SPECIFY _HAG TAPE_ WITH ADDRESS XXXXXX USING FUNCTION CODE YYYYYY AND VALUE
CONVERTED BY _MAG TAPE FORMAT_.
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CF\ - lEC . I iG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
BEGIN PROGRAM_KAF2-'FLIGHT CONTROL PREPARATIONS FOR AS5099'
USE DICTIONARY DATA BANK_ KAF2 DISC OUTPUTS TO VEH _,
_ DDAS SIGNAL FUNCTIONS _e
_DISCRETE I/O FROM ESE PANELS_.




















_CSP POWER ON TIME_ TIME.
_GR-l UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION TIME_ TIME.
_GR-2 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION TIME_ TIME.
_GR-3 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION TIME_ TIME.
_FCC POWER ON TIME_ TIME.
_T2_ TIME.












DECLARE TABLEFC PREPS SCAN_
POW NUM3ERt FUNCTION.
HAVING ROWS INDEXED BYRNWITH ENTRIES
LOt NO. FCC SCAN LOIS
''0378''_IU ZERO COMOD LDI_
''0480''_IU RAMP POSITIVE LDI_,
·'0481· ' _ IU RAMP NEGATIVE LDO1
'·2570"'_IU ST-12MH ON_,
''2572''_IU CONTROL RATE GYRO ON_.
e'25730.-IU CONTROL RATE GYRO OFF-r
'2590''_IU YAW SELECT ON_.
''2591''_IU YAW SELECT OFF_.
*'2592''_IU ROLL SELECT ON_,
''2593''_IU ROLL SELECT OFF-_
''2594q*_IU PITCH SELECT ONt
''2595'°_IU PITCH SELECT OFF-r
''259''_-IU TEST INPUT A ON_.
6'2598''_IU TEST INPUT 8 ON._
''2599''_IU TEST INPUT B OFF_,
''2SO0''_IU S-IC BURN TEST ON_.
''2602'-_IU S-II BURN TEST ON_.
''2604''_IU S-IVB BURN TEST ON._
''2606''_IU S-IVB COAST TEST ON.,
''2607''_IU S-IV3 COAST TEST OFF-_
WITH 4 COLUMNS INDEXED BY._CN.LABELED






























































































GUIDANCE FAILURE SUB ON_,
SPACECRAFT CONTROL ON-_
S-IC BURN SUB ON_.
S-IC BURN SUB OFF_.
S-IVB BURN SUB ON_,
S-IVB BURN SUB OFF_.
S-IV3 COAST SUB ON_,,
S-II BUPN SUB ON_,
S-II BURN SUB OFF_,
FCC SYSTEM PWR OFF_,
LDO NO. FCC SCAN LOOS
''1705''_IVB AUX HDO PUMP POWER_.
''1855''_IVB APS 2 ENG VALVE PWR_,

































































_IU EDSRG ZERO TORQUE CMO LDI_,
_IU RAMP POS Lor_,













RG SYSTEM POWER OFF_.
RG ROLL AXIS SEL ON_,
RG ROLL AXIS SEL OFF..
RG YAW AXIS SEL ON_.
RG YAW AXIS SEL OFF_.
RG PITCH AXIS SEL ON_.
RG PITCH AXIS SEL OFF_.
RG REF GYRO SEL ON_,
RG REF GYPO SEL OFF_,
RG CMO GYRO SEL ON_,
RG CMD GYRO SEL OFF_.
RG SPARE GYRo SEL ON-_




















































































OECLAREFC FLAG TABLEWITH 9 COLUMNS INDEXED 8YSCAND LABELED
O9W NUMBER. FUNCTION. UNITS,_ST1_BOOLEANeST2_BOOLEAN._ST3_
BOOLEAN,_ST4_BOOLEAN,_STSBOOLEANtSTGBOOLEANv HAVING 8 ROWS
INDEXED BYFRWITH ENTRIES
''FR FUNCTION UNITS STI ST'2 ST3 STq STS ST6 0*
1, _FLAG 25_, ON/OFF, ON, OFF* OFF, OFF. OFF, OFF AND
2. _FLAG 26G, ON/OFF. OFF. ON. OFF. OFF. OFF. OFF AND
3, _FLAG 27_. ON/OFF. OFF. CFF. OFF. OFF. OFF. OFF AND
. _-FLAG 28_, ON/OFF. OFF. CFF. OFF. OFF. OFF. OFF AND
5. _FLAG 37_. ON/OFF. OFF. OFF. OFF. ON. OFF. OFF AND
G6 _FLAG 38_, ON/OFF. OFF. OFF. OFF. OFF. ON. OFF AND
7. _FLAG 39_9 ON/OFF. OFF. OFF. OFF. OFF. OFF. ON AND
































ECLRE TLE KAF2T FUCIOSC- LUMNS NDEXED AELE





























INDEXED BYFN_ WITH ENTRIES
2
RAMP POSITIVE ON _,
RAMP POS _,
RAMP NEG _,
CONTROL RATE GYRO _,
YAW SELECT _,
PITCH SELECT -.
TEST INPUT B -
SIVB COAST TEST _e
STEP ENABLE _
EDS RG ROLL AXIS SEL _
EDS RG YAW AXIS SEL _,
EOS RG PITCH AXIS SEL _,
EDS RG REF GYRO SEL _,
EDS RG SPARE GYRO SEL _,
SIC BURN SUB -_
SIVB BURN SUB _,
SIVB COAST SUB _
SII BURN SUB _,
SII BURN SUB _
ZERO COMD ON _
EDSRG ZERO TORQUE CMD ON _,
ZERO COMO ON _e
EDSRG ZERO TORQUE CMD ON _,






































































































BEGIN_RETRY OR TERMINATE_.'' IVXF3q' C' L'
DISPLAY TEXT
(***PROGRAM CANNOT CONTINUE WITH THIS ERROR) ON.CRT feLINE 1_-
DISPLAY TEXT
(***CONDITION. PROGRAM WILL TEPMINATE AFTER 10) ONCRT 1eLINE 2_.
DISPLAY TEXT
(***SECOND DELAY UNLESS THE SIC BURN MODE SWITCH) ONCRT 1,LINE 3_-
DISPLAY TEXT
(***IS PLACED IN THE OFF POSITION BEFORE DELAY) ONCRT t1LINE #_.
DISPLAY TEXT
(***EXPIRES. WHEN SIC BURN MODE SWITCH IS PLACED) ONCRT 1,LINE S_-
DISPLAY TEXT
(***BACK IN AUTO POSITION, PROGR'AM WILL ENTER A RETRY.)ONCRT 1ILINE 6_.




(.**PqCGRAM BEING DELAYED 8Y CCIS PANEL OPERATOR.) ONCRT 1pLINE 1_.
DISPLAY TEXT
(***PROGRAM WILL RETRY THE FAILED CONDITION WHEN) ONCRT ILINE 2_.
DISPLAY TEXT
(***THE SIC BURN MODE SWITCH IS RETURNED TO AUTO.) ONCRT 1,LINE 3._
c-e z
S5SS600 ASSIGNFLAG 14QON.
S185700 VERIFYIU SIC BURN SUB OFFIS CFF WITHIN 10SEC 'LD13005''
OTHERWISE GOTO 5185300o
DISPLAY TEXT
(PROGRAM IS RETESTING FAILED CONDITION) ONCRT 1ILINE _o.
S189998 ENORETRY OR TERMINATE_.
5139993 REQUEST TEXT '***T.EST STEP SUBSEQUENT TO THE RETURN OPERATOR**el ON
_CRT 1 LINE 1_.
REQUEST TEXT (***OF SUBROUTINE VXF3 HAS BEEN EXECUTED. PROGRANM*** ON
_CRT 1,LINE 2_.
REOUEST TEXT (**"IS NOW IN UNRESTRICTED SEMIt*** ON _CRT 1,LINE 3_.
SOOOIOCL BEGIN CRITICAL _TERMINATION SUBROUTINE_ WITH INPUT _TERM TABLE_.
S00020C APPLY _TERMINATION TABLE_ FUNCTIONS _STTE_.,
SOC0300 DISPLAY _PROG NAME_, TEXT (HAS BEEN FORCIBLY TERMINATED) ON
_CONSOLE CODE_.











? 1 ,I-- 
Tr- I I --,,~' C
CdJ PRECESDLG PAGE BLAiNK NOT FILME C- C
S100000 WHEN INTERRUPT _TERMINATE_ OCCURS THEN PERFORM _TERMINATION SUBROUTINE_
WITH INPUT _KAF2 TERM FUNCTIONS_,
S100100 ENABLE _TERMINATE_.
''STEPS 6 THRU 12 IN KAF2 ATOLL PROG NOT REQUIRED IN ALOFT AS TABLES AND FLAGS
ARE NOT DEDICATED STORAGE LOCATIONS o FLAGS'SET'IN ATOLL ARE'ASSIGNED'IN
ALOFT · EXTERNAL FLAGS MUST BE SPECIFIED WHILE INTERNAL FLAGS MUST BE
DECLARED . *
S100200 DISPLAY _CRT It CLEAR.,
''START FLAG SET UP ROUTINE''








ARE EQUAL TOST1_THEN GO TO S201000.
ARE EQUAL TO_ST2_THiEN GO TO S202000,
ARE EQUAL TOST3_THEN GO TO S203000,
ARE EQUAL TO-ST4-THEN GO TO SZq000,
ARE EQUAL TOSTSTHEN GO TO S205000.
ARE EQUAL TOST6_THEN GO TO S206000.
C-2z C
SlOl0000 DISPLAY TEXT
(KAF2 MANUAL OPTION SELECT ROUTINE) ONCRT 1LIl
DISPLAY TEXT
KAF2 PRIMARY OPTIONS. ENTER OPTION DESI
DISPLAY TEXT
( 1. FCC AND EOS/CRG PREPS) ONCRT
DISPLAY TEXT
( 2. FCC PREP; ONLY) ONCRT l1LINE
DISPLAY TEXT
( 3. EDS/CRG PREPS ONLY) ONCRT 1.1
SIC2000 REQUEST TEXT
( TYPE 1, 2. OR 3) ONCRT 1
AND SAVE ASPRIME OPTION_.
DISPLAY-CRT 1,LINE 6 CLEARED_.
IF_PRIME OPTIONIS EQUAL TO 1 THEN GO TO SID5000.
IFPRIME OPTIONIS EQUAL TO 2 THEN GO TO SlO60O00









INPUT ERROR) ONCRT I1LINE 6_.
GO TO S102000.
DISPLAY TEXT














( KAF2 SECONDARY OPTIONS. ENTER OPTION DESIREI
DISPLAY TEXT
( 1. FCC AND EDS/CRG COMPARATORS RESET
DISPLAY TEXT
( Z. FCC COMPARATORS SET) ON_CRT 1eLINI
DISPLAY TEXT
( 3. EDS/CRG COMPARATORS SET) ONCRT 1
DISPLAY TEXT
( 4. FCC AND EDS/CRG COMPARATORS SET)
S112000 REQUEST TEXT
( TYPE 1 2. 3, OR 4) ONCRT 1.l
SAVE AS_SECONDARY OPTION_.,
DISPLAY_CRT 1,LINE 14 CLEARED_.
IF_SECONDARY OPTIONIS EQUAL TO 1 THEN GO TO S115000.
IFSECONDARY OPTIONIS EQUAL TO 2 THEN GO TO 5116000.
IFSECONDARY OPTION-IS EQUAL TO 3 THEN GO TO S117000.
IF._SECONDARY OPTION_IS EQUAL TO 4 THEN GO TO S117000o
DISPLAY TEXT
t
D) ONCRT 1eLINE 8_










¢ SECONDARY OPtION 1 ENTERED) ONCRT 1ILINE 13_.
GO TO S300000o
S116000 DISPLAY TEXT
6 SECONDARY OPTION 2 ENTERED) ONCRT 1.LINE 13_.




I£ ~SECONDARY OPTION 3 ENTERED) ON-CRT 1iLINE 13-.




( SECONDARY OPTION 4 ENTERED) ON.CRT 1eLINE 13_-
IF_FLAG 1_IS OFF GO TO S118qCO.
ASSIGNFLAG 3_ON.

























S3000OG ACTI.VATEFC PREPS SCANALL.
S300100 IFFLAG lIS ON GO TO S300500.
LE TRN_:l
S300110 DEACTIVATEFC PREPS SCANROWtRND.
LETRN_:_RN_*1.
IFRNIS LESS THAN 36 THEN GO TO S300110.
GO TO S300600.
S300500 IFFLAG 2_IS ON GO TO S300600.
LETRN_:36.
S300510 DEACTIVATEFCC PREPS SCAN-ROW(-RN-)*
LETRN_=-RN_*I.
IF-RNIS LESS THAN 52 GO TO S300510.
S3006COEOVRI? C PREPS SCANFUNCTIONS ARE EQUAL TOSTATEOTHERWISE GO TO
SScocoa.
S300700 IFFLAG 1_ IS OFF THEN GO TO S301500.
S300800 VERIFY - FCC/ON/+6011 - IS OFF OTHERWISE GOTO 5327200-
S300900 QEAD GMT INTO _FCC POWER ON TIME_.
S301000JTURN - IU FCC SYSTEM PWR - ON. *'N0018230'
S301100 DISPLAY _CRT 1 CLEAR_.
S301200ODISPLAY TEXT ( IU FCC SYSTE4 PWR ON 3 ON _CRT 1LINE 1_.
S30130d'ASSIGN _FLAG 6_ ''FCC FOWERED CN BY PROGRAM'' ON.
S301400o'IFFLAG 2_ IS OFF THEN GOTO S302100.
S301500 #VERIFY - CSP/POWER/ON - IS OFF OTHERWISE GOTO S327700.
S3016OOM"REAO GMT INTO _CSP POWER ON TIME-.
S301700 ?TURN _ IU E'DS RG SYS POWER - ON, ''N001903'
S301800 i'hSPLAY TEXT (IU EOS RG SYS POWER ON) ON _CRT ]eLINE 2_.
S301900 ASSTGN _FLAG S_ ''CSP POWERED ON BY PROGRAM"' ON.

















_ IU ZERO COM.MAND _ ON FOR lOO1MSEC. /.-4.-e.
_ IU ST-124ZM OFF.
_ IU CONTROL RG _ ON.
_ IU YAW SELECT _ OFF.
_ IU ROLL SELECT O FF.
_ IU PITCH SELECT _ ON.
_ IU TEST INPUT A _ OFF.
_ IU TEST INPUT B _ ON.
IU SIC BURN TEST _ OFF.
_ IU SII BURN TEST _ OFF.
_ IU SIV3 BURN TEST _ OFF.
_ IU SIVB COAST TEST _ OFF. 
_ IU STEP ENABLE - ON.
_ IU SIVB BURN SUB _ OFF.

















DISPLAY TEXT (FCC MODE CHECKS IN PROGRESS) ON _CRT IeLINE 3_.
TURN _ ITU SIC BURN SUB . ON FOR lOOMSEC. *'M0021
VERIFY _ FCC/ON/+6D11 _ IS OFF THEN GOTO S328300.
VERIFY _ FCC/ON/+6D31 _ IS OFF THEN GOfO S328300.
VERIFIY _ FCC/ON/+6041 _ IS OFF THEN GOTO S328300.
VERIFY _ SIC BURN SUB _ IS OFF THEN GOTO S328500.
TURN - IU SII BURN SUB _ ON. ''HO021
IF _FLAG 2_ IS OFF THEN GOTO S305600.
VERIFY _ CSP/POWER/ON _ IS OFF THEN GOTO S328700.


































TURN - EDS/RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND - ON FOR lOOSEC.
TURN - IU EDS RG ROLL AXIS SEL - OFF.
TURN _ IU EDS RG YAW AXIS SEL - OFF.
TURN _ IU EDS RG PITCH AXIS SEL - ON.
TURN _ IU EDS RG REF GYRO SEL _ ON.
TURN _ IU EDS RG CMD GYRO SEL _ ON-
TURN _ IU EDS RG SPARE GYRO SEL _ OFF.
IFFLAG 1_ IS OFF THEN GOTO 5306700.
VERIFY _ S2 BURN _ IS CFF THEN GOTO S328900.
TURN - IU SIVB BURN SUB _ ON.
TURN - IU SIi BURN SUB OFF.
LET _INOEX_ . 1.
READ GMT INTO _T2_.
IF _T2_ IS LESS THAN _T1_ + 8SEC THEN GOTO S306300.
GOTO S306600.
TURN_ IU RAMP POSITIVE - ON FOR ISEC.
LET _INDEX_-:.INDEX_" 1.
IF_INDEX_+1 IS LESS THAN 6 THEN GOTO S306100.
IFFLAG 2_ IS OFF THEN GOTO S329200.
IFFLAG 5S IS OFF THEN GOTO S308600.
IFFLAG 7_ IS ON THEN GOTO S307200o
VERIFY _ WH/SP/GR-1 _ IS ON OTHERWISE GOTO S307200.
READ GMT INTO _GR-1 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION TIME-.
ASSIGN _FLAG 7_ *'GR-1 UP-TO-SPEED DATA TAKENve ON.
IFFLAG 8_ IS ON THEN GOTO S307600.
VERIFY - WH/SP/GR-2 - IS ON OTHERWISE GOTO S307600.
READ GMT INTO _GR-2 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION TIME_.
ASSIGN _FLAG 8_ *'GR-2 UP-TO-SPEED DATA TAKENe e ON.








































S307700 VERIFY - WH/SP/GR-3 - IS ON OTHERWISE GOTO S3G8400.
S307800 READ GHT INTO _GR-3 UP-TO-SP-ED INDICATION TIME_.
S307900 ASSGN _FLAG 9_ ''GR-3 UP-TO-SPEED DATA TAKEN' ON.
5308000 If_FLAG 7_ IS OFF GOTO 5308430.
S308100 IFFLAG 8_ IS OFF THEN GOTO S30q00.*
S308200 IFFLAG 9_ IS ON THEN GOTO S308600.
S308300 READ GMT INTO _T3_.
S308400 IF _T3_ IS LESS THAN _Tl1+20SEC THEN GOTO S306800.
S308500 GOTO S329200.
S308600 TURN - IU RAMP POSITIVE - ON FOR 3SEC. ''MD0694 '0
S308700 VERIFY - REF/PITCH - IS BETWEEN 3.00VDC AND 4.OOVDC OTHERWISE
GOTO S3294CO. ''VOLTS CONVERTED TO DEGREES/SEC BY SUBROUTINE''
S308800 READ - REF/PITCH - AND SAVE AS _PRI_.
S308900 IF - CMD/PITCH - IS NOT BETWEEN _PR1_+O.lOV AND _PRl_-O.IOV THEN
GO TO S329S00.
S309000 TURN - EDS/RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND _ ON FOR lOOMSEC. *"MDO410"
5309100 VERIFY - IU EDS RS ZERO TORQUE COMMAND _ 0 WITHIN 1OSEC OTHERWISE
GOTO S309200. ''MD0635''
5309200 TUR _- IU RAMP NEGATIVE - ON FOR 3SEC. ''MD0695''
S309300 VERIFY - REF/PITCH - IS NOT BETWEEN 1.OOV AND 2.00V THEN GOTO 5329800.
5309400 READ - REF/PITCH - AND SAVE AS _PR2_.
S3095CO IF - CMD/PITCH - IS NOT BETWEEN _P'R2_+C.IOV AND _PR2_-O.lOV THEN
GO TO S330000.
5309600 TURN - IU EDS RG REF GYRO SEL _ OFF. ''M001907''
S309700 TURN - IU RAMP POSITIVE - ON. *nM0069409
S309800 VERIFY - PITCH/COMP _IS ON WITHIN 3SEC OTHERWISE GOTO S309900.
S309900 TURN - IU RAMP POSITIVE - OFF. *'MN06940'
S310000 VERIFY - PITCH/COMP - IS OFF THEN GOTO S330200.
S3101CO TURN _ IU EDS RG CMOD GYRO SEL - OFF. 'MO001909'"
S310200 TURN _ IU EDS RG SPARE GYRO SEL _ ON. **MD01910'
S310300 TURN _ IU RAMP POSITIVE - ON FOR 3SEC. '9MDO694'
S310q00 VERIFY _ CMD/PITCH _ IS NOT BETWEEN 3.OOVOLTS AND 4.00VOLTS THEN
GOTO S330q00.
S310500 TURN _ EOS/RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND _ ON FOR 100MSEC. o4OO'i10o
S310600 VERIFY - IU EDS RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND - IS OFF WITHIN 10SEC OTHERWISE
GOTO S310700. '*MDI635''
S310700 TURN _ IU RAMP NEGATIVE - ON FOR 3SECo. MD00695'
S310800 VERIFY - CMO/PITCH - IS NOT BETWEEN 1.OOVOLT AND Z.OOVOLTS THEN
GOTO S330600.
S310900 TURN - EDS/RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND - ON FOR 100MSEC. 'MOOnq10'O
S311000 IFFLAG 1_ IS OFF THEN GOTO S312300.
S311100 DISPLAY TEXT (FCC COMPARATOR SET ROUTINE IN PROGRESS) ON _CRT 1ILINE S_.
S311200 TURN - IU S-IVB COAST TEST _ ON. *'MD01807''
S311300 VERIFY - Sq BURN - IS OFF THEN GOTO S330800.
S311400 LET _INDEX_-_INDEX_*1.
S311500 IFINDEX_+1=6 THEN GOTO S331000.
S311600 VERIFY - P/SERVO/COMP _ IS ON WITHIN 3SEC OTHERWISE GOTO S331400.
S311700 TURN - IU YAU SELECT _ ON. *'MD01799',
S311800 TURN - IU PITCH SELECT _ OFF. 'MD01801'
S311900 VERIFY - Y/SERVO/COMP _ IS ON WITHIN 3SEC OTHERWISE GOTO S331600.
5312000 TURN - IU S-IVY COAST TEST - OFF. '*MD018C7''
S312100 TURN - IU SIVB BURN SUB _ OFF. '0MD02007'e
S312200 IF _FLAG 2_ IS OFF THEN GOTO S315q00.
TURN - IU EDS RG YAW AXIS SEL _ ON. ''MD01905 e'
TURN - IU EDS PG PITCH AXIS SEL _ OFFe. NMD01906'e
TURN _ IU EDS RG REF GYRO SEL _ ON. ''MD01907''
TURN _ IU EDS RG CMD GYRO SEL _ ON- ''0MDO1909'
TURN _ IU EDS RG SPARE GYRO SEL _ OFF ''MD01910''
VERIFY - IU EDS RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND _ IS OFF WITHIN O1SEC '1MOI635'S
OTHERWISE GOTO S312900.
TURN - IU RAMP POSITIVE - ON FOR 3SECo. 'MOO6949e
VERIFY - REF/YAW _ IS NOT BETWEEN 3.00V AND .00OV THEN GOTO S331800.
READ - REF/YAW _ AND SAVE AS _PR3_,
VERIFY - CPD/YAW _ IS NOT BETWEEN _PR3_+0.10 AND _PR3_-O.1O THEN GOTO
S332000.
TURN - EDS/RG ZERO TORGUE COMMAND - ON FOR lOOMSEC. HMDO10lO''
VERIFY _ IU EDS RG ZERO TOROUE COMMAND _ IS OFF WITHIN IOSEC '"MDI6350
OTHERWISE GOTO S313500.
TURN - IU RAMP NEGATIVE _ ON FOR 3SEC. 'M0O069Se
VERIFY - REF/YAW _ IS NCT BETWEEN 1.COV AND 2.00V THEN GOTO S332200.
READ - REF/YAW - AND SAVE AS _PR4_.
VERIFY - CMD/YAW - IS NOT BETWEEN _PR4+O.10 AND _PR4_-O.10 THEN GOTO
S332400.
TURN _ IU EDS RG REF GYRO SEL - OFF., ''MD01907''
TURN _ IU RAMP POSITIVE - ON. *'M10694'*
VERIFY - YAW/COMP - IS ON WITHIN 3SEC OTHERWISE GOTO S314200O
TURN - IU RAMP POSITIVE - OFF. ND00694ee
VERIFY - YAW/COMP - IS OFF THEN GOTO S332600.
TURN - IU EDS RG CMD GYRO SEL - OFF-, 'MD01909''
TURN - IU EDS RG SPARE GYRO SEL _ ON., ''MD01910''
TURN - IU RAMP POSITIVE - ON FOR 3SEC, ''M0069Q'e





























TURN _ EDS/RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND - ON FOR lOOMSEC. ''M00410''
VERIFY _ IU EDS RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND _ IS OFF WITHIN 10SEC **MDI635'*
OTHERWISE GOTO S315000o
TURN _ IU RAMP NEGATIVE _ ON FOR 3SEC. OMDO695O
VERIFY - CMD/YAW - IS NOT BETWEEN i.OOV AND 2.00V THEN GOTO S333C00.
TURN _ EDS/RG ZERo TORQUE COI'MAND - ON FOR 1OOMSEC. 99MDO410''
IF _FLAG 1_ IS OFF THEN GOTO S316700.
S315400 TURN
_ IU S-IVB COAST TEST - ON. **MD018070'
R-Y1/SP/COMP _ IS ONJ WITHIN 3SEC OTHERWISE GOTO S333200o
_ R-YZ/SP/COMP _ IS ON WITHIN 3SEC OTHERWISE GOTO S333400.
IU PITCH SELECT _ ON. eM00118010e
IU YAW SELECT _ OFF. *'MD01799**
- P/SPAT/COMP _ IS ON WITHIN 3SEC OTHERWISE GOTO S333600.
IU ZERO COMMAND - ON FOR OOHMSEC. ' MD03789*
IU CONTROL RG - OFF. * MD01790Oe
IU PITCH SELECT _ OFF. 'MDOO181O'
IU TEST INPUT B _ OFF. ''MDO18C030
IU SIVB COAST TEST _ OFF. "'MD01807 * e
IU STEP ENABLE - OFF. OeM001819""
iG 2_ IS OFF THEN GOTO S322500.
IU EDS RG ROLL AXIS SEL _ ON. - *MD01904'
IU EDS RG YAW AXIS SEL _ OFF. * MD01905*
IU EDS RG REF GYRO SE1.. ON. I"MD01907*'
IU EDS RG CMD GYRO SEt _ ON. *'MOO19090'
IU EDS RG SPARE GYRO SEL - OFF. e"M001910D*
5317200 VERIFY - IU EDS RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND - IS OFF WITHIN 10SEC *'MOI635*'
OTHERWISE GOTO S317300.
TURN _ IU RAMP PCSITIVE - ON FOR 3SEC.














































READ _ PEF/ROLL _ AND SAVE AS _PR5_.
VEPIFY _ CMD/ROLL _ IS NOT BETWEEN _PRS_+O.IDV AND _PR5S-O.IOV THEN
GOTO S334000.
TURN _ EDS/RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND - ON FOR lOONSEC. *HM00410'
VERIFY _ IU EDS RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND - IS OFF WITHIN IOSEC ''MOI635''
OTHERWISE GOTO S317900.
TURN _ IU RAMP NEGATIVE - ON FOR 3SEC, MD00695'"
VERIFY - REF/ROLL - IS NOT BETWEEN 1.OOV AND 2.OOV THEN GOTO S334200.
READ - REF ROLL _ AND SAVE AS _PRS_.
VERIFY - CMD/ROLL - IS NOT BETWEEN _PR6$_0.1OV AND _PR6_-1 THEN
GOTO S334400.
TURN - IU EDS RG REF GYRO SEL - ON. "HD01907''
TURN _ IU RAMP POSITIVE - ON. *M00694"
VERIFY - ROLL/COMP - IS ON WITHIN 3SEC OTHERWISE GOTO S318600.
TURN _ IU RAMP PGSITIVE - OFF. 9'MDO694''
VERIFY - ROLL/CO'MP - IS OFF THEN GOTO S334600-
TURN _ IU EDS RG CMO GYRO SEL - OFF. ''MD01909''
TURN _ IU EOS RG SPARE GYRO SL - ON. 1MD001910''
TURN _ IU RAMP POSITIVE - ON FOR 3SEC. ''MD069Q''
VERIFY _ CMD/ROLL _ IS NOT BETWEEN 3.0OOV AND 4.OOV THEN GOTO S334800.
S319200 TURN _ EDS/RG ZERO TORQUE COPMAND - ON FOR lOOMSEC. 'MD04010''
S319300 VERIFY - IU EDS RG ZERO TOROUE COMMAND _ IS OFF WITHIN lOSEC
OTHERWISE GOTO S319400.
5319o00 TURN - IU RAMP NEGATIVE - ON FOR 3SEC.
S319500 VERIFY - CMD/ROLL - IS NOT BETWEEN 1.OOV AND 2.00V THEN GOTO
5319600 TURN - EDS/RG ZERO TORQUE COMMAND - ON FOR lOOMSEC.























S319800 DISPLAY TEXT (EDS/CRG SYSTEM PCWER APPLICATION) ON -_CRT 1LINE 6_
S319900 DISPLAYCSP POWER ON TIME_ ON _CRT ILINE 7_-
S320000 PRINT TEXT (EOS/CRS SYS PWR APP). _CSP POWER ON TIME_ ON _PRINTER-.
S320100 RECORD TEXT (EDS/CRG SYS PWR APP). _CSP POWER ON TIME_ ON _MAG TAPE_.
S320200 IF _FLAG 7_ IS OFF GOTO S320700.
5320300 DISPLAY TEXT (GROUP 1,UP TO SPEED) ON .CRT 1.LINE 8_.
S32C400 DISPLAYGR-1 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION TIME_ ON _CRT 19LINE 9_.
S320500 PRINT TEXT (GROUP 1 UP-TO-SPEED). _GR-1 UP-TO-SPEED INOICATION TIME_
ON _PRINTER_.
S320600 RECORD TEXT (GRCUP 1 UP-TO-SPEED)t _GR-1 UP-TO-SPEEO INDICATION TIME_
ON _MAG TAPE_.
S32C700 IF _FLAG 8_ IS OFF THEN GOTO S321200-
S32C80C DISPLAY TEXT (GROUP 29 UP TO SPEED) ON _CRT 1tLINE 9_.
S320900 DISPLAY _GR-2 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION TIME_ ON _CRT 1PLINE 10_-
S321000 PRINT TEXT (GROUP 2,UP-TO-SPEED TIME)v _GR-2 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION
TIME_ ON _PRINTER_.
S321100 RECORD TEXT (GRCUP 2. UP-TO-SPEED TIME)t _GR-2 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION
TIME_ ON _MAG TAPE_.
S321200 IF _FLAG 9_ IS OFF THEN COTO S321700.
7
C
5321300 DISPLAY TEXT (GROUP 3,UP TO SPEEO) ON _CRT 1iLINE 11_.
S321400 DISPLAY RGF-3 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION TIME- ON _CRT 1,LINE 12_.
S321500 PRINT TEXT (GROUP 3,UP-TO-SPEED TIHME, _GR-3 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION
TIME_ ON _PRINTER_.
S321600 RECORD TEXT (GROUP 3 UP-TO-SPEED TIMED, _GR-3 UP-TO-SPEED INDICATION
TIME_ ON _MAG TAPE_.
S321700 TURN _ IU EDS RG ROLL AXIS SEL _ OFF. '"MD0190O4'
S321800 TURN _ IU EDS RG YAW AXIS SEL _ OFF. ''MD0190S'
S321900 TURN _ IU EDS RG PITCH AXIS SEL _ OFF. ''M001906"e
S322G00 TURN _ IU EDS RG REF GYRO SEL _ OFF. ''M001907''
S322100 TURN _ IU EDS RG CHD GYRO SEL _ OFF. 'MD001909e'
S322200 TURN _ IU EDS RG SPARE GYRO SEL _ OFF. ''0D01910""
53?2300. IFFLAG IIS OFF THEN GoTO 5323600 .''FCC OPTION NOT SELECTED0'
C-.3e
@tl 
'9DID PROGRAM TURN ON FCC?' ,_ " v
IFFLAC 6SIS OFF THEN GOTO S322900 ,*NO''
DISPLAY TEXT (*FCC SYSTEM POWER APPLICATION) ONCRT 19LINE 1_.
DISPLAY_FCC POWER ON TIMECNCRT 1,LINE 2_.
LETFCC POWER ON TIMEEQUAL O.
DISPLAY TEXT (*FCC PREPS PERFORMED) ON-CRT f1LINE 3_-
*IS FCC COMP.SET OPTION SELECTEO?''
IFFLAG 3_IS ON THEN GOTO S323400 "'YES"
TURN _ COMP'ARATOR RESET _ ON FOR 100MSEC. 'nmO
GOTO 5323500 .
DISPLAY TEXT (*FCC COMPARATORS REMAINED SET) ONCRT E1LINE 4_-
IFFLAG ZIS OFF THEN GOTO S324100 .
DISPLAY TEXT (*EDS/CRG PREPS PERFORMED) ONCRT 1.LINE S_-
''IS EDS/CRG COMP.SET CPTIGN SELECTED?''
IFFLAG 4_IS ON THEN GOTO S324000 .''YES''
TURN - EDS COMP MNTR RESET - ON FOR 100MSEC. ''H
GOTO S324100





































S325000 LET_FCC POWEF ON TIME-EOUAL 0.
S325100 LET-CSP POWER ON TIME.EOUAL 0.
S325200 LETGR1 UP TO SPEED INDICATION TIME.EQUAL O°
S3253C0 LETGR2 UP TO SPEED INDICATION TIMEEOUAL 0.
S3254C0 LETGR3 UP TO SPEED INDICATION TIME-EQUAL O.
S325500 LET_RN_EOUAL 1.
S3256C0 DEACTIVATE_FC PREPS SCAN_ROW(_RN.).
5325700 LETRNEQUALRN_.+l
S3258CO IFRN_IS LESS THAN 36 THEN GCTO S325600 .
S3259CO DISPLAYCRT 1 CLEAR_.
S326000 DISPLAY TEXT (KAF2 COMPLETE) ONCRT 1,LINE 1_.
5326100 READ GMT INTOTEST COMPLETE TIME_.
S3262C0 DISPLAY TEXT (AT TIME )._TEST COMPLETE TIME-ON-CRT 1cLINE 2_.
S326300 PRINJT TEXT (KAF2 COMPLETE AT TIME )._TEST COMPLETE TIMEONPRINTER-_




53266C0 DISPLAY _CRT 1 CLEAR_.
S326700 DISPLAY TEXT (CONFIGURATION SCAN UNSUCCESSFUL) ON _CRT ltLINE 1_.
S3268C0 PERFORM _RETRY OR TERMINATE_.
S326900 IF _FLAG 14_ IS OFF THEN GO TO 5324100.
S327C00 ASSIGN _FLAG 14_ OFF.
S327100 GOTO S300000.
5327200 VERIFY _ FCC/ON/+6D31 _ IS OFF THEN GOTO S327500.
S327300 VERIFY _ FCC/ON/6+D41 _ IS. OFF THEN GOTO S327500.
S327400 GOTO S301400
S327500 DISPLAY TEXT (FCC POWER,+6011D+6D31+6D041 NOT IN SAME STATE) ON
_CRT 1,LINE 2_.
S327600 GOTO S301400.
S3277CC VERIFY _ WH/SP/GR-1 _ IS OFF THEN GOTO S328100.
S327800 VERIFY _ WH/SP/GR-2 _ IS OFF THEN GOTO S328100O
S3279CO VERIFY _ WH/SP/GR-3 _ IS OFF THEN GOTO S328100.
S328000 GOTO S302000.
S328100 DISPLAY TEXT (ALL EDS/CRG UP TO SPEED INDICATIONS NOT ON) ON
_CRT lLINE 3_.
S328200 GOTO S302000.
S328300 DISPLAY TEXT (FCC POWER INDICATION DID NOT COME ON) ON _CRT IeLINE q_.
S3284CO GOTO S304200.





S328700 DISPLAY TEXT (CSP SYSTEM POWER INDICATION DID NOT COME ON) ON
_CRT loLINE 6_.
S3288C0 GOTO S3048CO
S328900 VERIFY - S2 8URN - IS ON WITHIN SSEC THEN GOTO S305700.
S329C00 DISPLAY TEXT (SII BURN MODE INDICATION DID NOT COME ON) ON
_CRT 1LINE 7_.
S329100 GOTO S305800.
S329200 DISPLAY TEXT (ALL UP TO SPEED IND. DID NOT COME ON WITHIN 2CSEC) ON
_CRT 1 LINE 8,.
S329300 GOTO S308600,.
S329400 DISPLAY TEXT IREF PITCH PCS NOT WITHIN +2 TO .6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT !eLINE 9_.
5329500 GOTO S3C88C00
S329600 DISPLAY TEXT (CMD PITCH POS NOT WITHIN 0. DEG/SEC OF REF) ON
_CPT 1,LINE 10_.
S329700 GOTO S309000,.
S329800 DISPLAY TEXT (REF PITCH NEG NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT 1lLINE 11_.
S329900 GOTO S309400o
S330000 DISPLAY TEXT (CMD PITCH NEG NOT WITHIN 0.4 OEG/SEC OF REF) ON
_CRT 1,LINE 1'2_.
S330100 GO TO S309600,.
S3302C0 DISPLAY TEXT (EDS/CRG PITCH COMPARATOR DID NOT SET) ON _CRT 1.LINE 13_.
S330300 GOTO S329700.
cx')
S330400 DISPLAY TEXT (SPARE PITCH POS NOT WITHIN +Z TO +6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CPT 1,LTNE lq_.
S330500 GOTO S310500.
S330600 DISPLAY TEXT (SPARE PITCH NEG NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT 19LINE 1S_-
S330700 GOTO S310900.




''***INCREMENT ROUTINE FOR FCC TEST INPUTS***ee
S331000 TUqN _ IU RAMP POSIFIVE - ON FOR ISECo
5331100 LET _INDEX_=-INDEX_-l.
S331200 IF _INDEX_+1:7 THEN GOTO S331000.
S331300 GOTO S311600.
S331q00 DISPLAY TEXT (FCC PITCH SERVO COMPARATOR OIO NOT SET) ON
_CRT 1.LINE 17_.
S331500 GOTO S311700.
S331600 DISPLAY TEXT (FCC YAW SERVO COMPARATOR DID NoT SET) ON _CRT
S331700 GOTO 5312100.
S331800 DISPLAY TEXT (REF YAW FOS NOT WITHIN +2 TO +6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT 1ILINE 19_.
S331900 GO6TO 5313100.
S3320C0 DISPLAY TEXT (CMD YAW POS NOT WITHIN 0.4 DEG/SEC OF REF) ON
_CRT 1*LINE 20_.
S332100 GOTO 5313300.
S332200 DISPLAY TEXT (REF YAW NEG NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT 1eLINE 2_-
S332300 GOTO S313700.
S332400 DISPLAY TEXT (CMD YAW NEG NOT WITHIN 0.4 DEG/SEC OF REF) ON
_CRT 1LINE 3_.
S332500 GOTO 5'313900.
S3326C0 DISPLAY TEXT (EDS/CRG YAW COMPARATOR DID NOT SET) ON _CRT 1
S332700 GOTO S314500.







S3330no DISPLAY TEXT (SPARE YAW NEG NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT 1,LINE G_,
S333100 GOTO S315200o
S333200 DISPLAY TEXT (FCC R-Y1 SPATIAL COMPARATOR 01D NOT SET) ON
_CRT 1LINE 7_.
5333300 GOTO S315600.
S333400 DISPLAY TEXT (FCC R-Y2 SPATIAL COMPARATOR DID NOT SET) ON
_CRT IeLINE 8_.
S333500 GOTO 5315700.
5333600 DISPLAY TEXT (FCC PITCH SPATIAL COMPARATOR DID NOT SET) ON
_CRT 1,LINE 9_.
5333700 GOTO S316000.
53338CO DISPLAY TEXT (REF ROLL POS NOT WITHIN +2 TO +6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT IvLINE 10_.
S333900 GOTO S317500.




S334200 DISPLAY TEXT (REF ROLL NEG NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT 1'LINE 12_.
S3343 GOTO S318100.
S3344 DISPLAY TEXT (CMD ROLL NEG NOT WITHIN 0.4 DEG/SEC OF REF) ON
_CPT 1eLINE 13_.
S3345 GOTO S318300o
S3346 DISPLAY TEXT (EDS/CRG ROLL COMPARATOR DID NOT SET) ON _CRT 19LINE 14q_
S3347 GOTO S318800.
S3348 DISPLAY TEXT (SPARE ROLL POS NOT WITHIN +2 TO +6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT 1,LINE 15_.
S3349 GOTO S319200.
S3350 DISPLAY TEXT (SPARE ROLL NEG NOT WITHIN -2 TO -6 DEG/SEC) ON
_CRT l LINE 16_.
S3351 GOTO 5319600.
S3352CO DISABLE _TERMINATE-,
S3353C0 PROGRAM _KAF2_ " FLIGHT CONTROL PREPARATIONS AS509' COMPLETE.
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APPENDIX D
ILLUSTRATION OF USE OF SUBROUTINES AND MACROS
INALO F T
D-1
''THE PORTION OF AN ALOFT PROGRAM WHICH FOLLOWS DEFINES A SUBROUTINE WHICH
IS USED TO ILLUSTRATE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE USE OF A SUBROUTINE AND
THE USE OF A MACRO.@'
BEGINAOJUST-WITH INPUTSVALUE OF X_,_FINAL VALUE.tADJUST FUNCTION_






SET CLOCK 1 TO OfSEC. AND
SENDOADJUST FUNCTION.-.THE'_-VALUE OF X_.
AFTER CLOCK 1 IS 5MSECt
MEASURE-FUNCTION OF XANO SAVE AST_.




''THE FOLLOWING IS A PORTION OF THE PROGRAM USING THE PREVIOUSLY DEFINED
SUBROUTINEADOJUST_. AS IT WOULD BE WRfITTEN AND AS IT MOULD APPEAR ON A




STATEMENT ICO PERFORMADJUSTWITH INPUTS-START-,55.ODEG-_POSITION DRIVER_
ANDPOSITIONAND OUTPUTVOLTIN.,,
IFVOLTINIS NOT EQUAL TO 0 THEN GOTO STATEMENT lUl.
LETSTARTEOUALSTARTl.1OV,
GOTO STATEMENT 100O




STATEMENT 200 PERFORM_ADJUSTWITH INPUTSVALUE SENT_.11O.ODEGFe_PRESSURE_
ANDTEMPERATUREAND OUTPUT_TOTAL PRESS_.
IFTOTAL PRESSIS NOT EQUAL TO O THEN GOTO STATEMENT 201-
LETVALUE SENTEGUALVALUE SENT_+2.0INH6.
GOTO STATEMENT 200.
STATEMENT 201 ''PROGRAM CONTINUES'
· AT EACH PERFORMADJUSTSTATE1'ENT CONTROL WOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO THE
PREVIOUSLY DEFINEDADJUSTSUBROUTINE WITH THE APPQOPRIATE INFORMATION
AS INDICATED IN THE PERFORM STATEMENT. WHEN THE SUBROUTINE IS COMPLETE,
CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE STATEMENT FOLLOWING THE PERFORM STATEMENT.
THIS ACTIVITY OCCURS AT RUN TIME,'·
S
D-3
'tTHE PORTION OF AN ALOFT PROGRAM WHICH FOLLOWS DEFINES A MACRO WHICH IS
USED TO ILLUSTRATE THE DOIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE USE OF A SUBROUTINE AND
THE USE OF A MACROe.'
MACRO ADJUST-VALUE OF XtFINAL VALUE-__ADJUST FUNCTION_._FUNCTION OF X_
ANDRESULT-_
LETRESULTEQUAL O0
SET CLOCK I TO CMSECv AND
SENDADJUST FUNCTIONO_'THE'OVALUE OF X_.
AFTER CLOCK 1 IS SMSECe
MEASUREFUNCTION OF XANO SAVE AS_Y..
IF_Y_IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO.FINAL VALUETHEN
LETRESULTEOUALVALUE OF X.o
END.
'·THE FOLLOWING IS A PORTION OF THE PROGRAM USING THE PREVIOUSLY DEFINED
























''AT EACH EXECUTE ADJUST STATEMENT THE LANGUAGE PROCESSOR WOULD INSERT
THE ACTUAL BODY OF THE MACRO WITH THE APPROPRIATE INFORMATION SUB-
STITUTED INTO THE MACRO BODY. THIS ACTIVITY OCCURS AT SOURCE
STATEMENT PROCESSING TIMEo."
S
"THE FOLLOWING IS THE PORTION OF THE PROGRAM PREVIOUSLY WRITTEN USING




STATEMENT 100 LETVOLTIN_EQUAL 0.
SET CLOCK 1 TO ONSECt ANO
SENDPOSITION DRIVER_''THE"'.START_.
AFTER CLOCK 1 IS SMSEC.
MEASURE-POSITION-AND SAVE AS.T_.
IFYIS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO SS.OOEG THEN
LETVOLTINEQUALSTART_,








STATEMENT 200 LETTOTAL PRESSEQUAL O.
SET CLOCK 1 TO OMSEC. AND
SENOPRESSURE_''THE'_-VALUE SENT..
AFTER CLOCK 1 IS SMSEC.
MEASURE_TEMPERATUREAND SAVE ASY_.
IFYI.S GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 110.00EGF THEN
LETTOTAL PRESSEGUALVALUE SENT_.
IF_TOTAL PRESSIS NOT EQUAL TO 0 THEN GOTO STATEMENT 201.
LETVALUE SENTECUALVALUE SENT_+2.OINH6.
GOTO STATEMENT 200.
STATEMENT 201 ''PROGRAM CONTINUES''
"'EACH EXECUTE ADJUST STATEMENT HAS BEEN REPLACED BY THE BODY OF THE MACRO
AND THE APPROPRIATE INFORMATION HAS BEEN SUBSTITUTED INTO THE MACRO
BODY AT LANGUAGE PROCESSOR TIME. AT RUN TIME ONLY THE RESULTING
STATEMENTS (APPEARING ABOVE) ARE RECOGNIZED AND EXECUTED.'e
S
